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PREFACE 

Recent advances in terahertz (THz) science and technology have made it one of the most 

promising research topics in the 21st century in the field of spectroscopy, remote sensing, imaging 

and other cross-cutting areas. Air-based THz generation-detection systems have many unique 

advantages compared with conventional time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) systems based on 

photoconductive antennas and optical rectification schemes, such as a wider radiation spectrum, 

high intensity, and the possibility of long-range operation. The method is based on the ultrafast 

pulse laser-induced filaments by focusing infrared (IR) fundamental wave (ω) and its second 

harmonic (2ω), in which the current surge is capable to generate intense wideband THz waves. 

This promising tool has attracted a lot of attention in recent years as a strong THz source which 

can be used in revealing intense THz field induced nonlinear effects, including nonlinear THz 

spectroscopy of condensed states, resonant and non-resonant control of materials and nonlinear 

response of metamaterials. 

Despite the asymmetric transient current model successfully explains the theoretical 

principles of the two-color excitation scheme, the nonlinear effects in the filament associated with 

changes of the refractive index, which lead to various modulation effects of the output THz pulses, 

have not been studied in depth. In this dissertation, the intensity-dependent nonlinear effects in 

two-color filaments were experimentally investigated by observing the intensity evolution of the 

output THz pulses and its time domain waveform shaping. The physical mechanisms leading to 

these modulations are discussed in conjunction with theoretical models. 

This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 is an overall introduction to THz science 

and technology. We enumerate the common methods of THz pulse generation and detection based 

on ultrafast laser pulse interaction with solid emitters and detectors and explain the advantages of 

an air-based two-color laser scheme. The problem of nonlinear effects that cannot be explained 

by microscopic models of two-color scheme is highlighted and motivates the research of this 

dissertation. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to the principle of laser filamentation process 

involves intensity dependent nonlinearities, mechanism of THz emission from two-color 

filaments, and air-biased coherent detection methods. Chapter 3 introduces our experimental 

results and discussion of intensity-dependent nonlinear modulation on the phase matching 

conditions during THz emission. The relative phase of the two-color pulse regulating this 

condition is influenced not only by the air dispersion, but also by the intensity-dependent plasma 

refractive index. We reveal that the additional phase is proportional to the incident laser field 

intensity utilizing a nonlinear fit. The fitting result is experimentally validated by the two-color 
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spectral spread and elliptical polarization orthogonal component ratio. Chapter 4 explores the 

waveform shaping effect due to intensity variations. This phenomenon is explained by the 

modified photocurrent model based on the macroscopic coherent emission mechanism. High 

plasma density at the focal center causes a π phase slip between the two-color fields, resulting in 

a bipolar THz waveform. Weak photoionization near the front of the focus gradually affect the 

initial phase as the pumping energy increases, resulting in waveform shaping. And the slow-

varying peak at the tail is caused by the fading of the residual current. Chapter 5 shows an example 

application of two-color laser filament THz-TDS system. We characterized the refractive index 

and absorption coefficient of cyclic olefin polymers (COPs), which is highly anticipated for future 

THz band applications. Its potential for application in THz lens, cuvettes and substrates of 

broadband transmission lines is also revealed. Chapter 6 summarizes the whole study. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 TERAHERTZ SCIENCE 

In the last two decades, terahertz (THz) radiation, one of the least explored regions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum, has attracted great interest from researchers. Typically, it is referred to 

as the electromagnetic waves that vibrate one trillion times per second (1012 Hz), which 

sandwiched between the infrared (IR) and microwave frequencies and has been believed as the 

most undeveloped region of the electromagnetic spectrum traditionally called as the "THz 

gap" [1]. Due to the lack of bright coherent sources and effective detection techniques, science at 

THz frequencies has not been fully understood, and the applications have remained undeveloped 

for a long time in history. With the development of ultrafast laser technology, scientists have 

made remarkable achievements in the tabletop THz pulse sources based on ultrafast laser pulses 

down-conversion for many decades. Nowadays, THz radiation has become increasingly relevant 

to the most diverse fields, such as medical imaging, industrial detection, remote sensing, and basic 

science [2,3]. 

The attraction of THz radiation lies in its properties. First, THz waves have X-ray-like 

penetrating ability. Dielectric materials such as paper, plastic, cloth, wood and ceramics are 

usually opaque at optical wavelengths but transparent at THz frequencies. This property is useful 

for practical THz imaging and sensing to nondestructive inspect sealed packages where hydrated 

and metallic materials can be separated from other materials [4,5]. Second, because the energy 

levels of many biomolecular interactions fall in the THz band, they are able to exhibit strong 

absorption and resonance in this band [6]. In particular, THz waves are extremely sensitive to 

biological water content and can be an important tool in the study of water distribution in living 

organisms as spectroscopic fingerprinting [7]. Additionally, THz waves have the advantage of 

higher safety for biomedical imaging and human body security inspection equipment because 

their low photon energy (4.1 meV for 1 THz) does not cause photodissociation of biological 

tissues [8,9]. Besides these, THz radiation is also applied in basic scientific research area to reveal 

some ultrafast light-matter interaction such as carrier dynamics in semiconductors [10–12], 

nanostructures [13–16], and superconductors [17,18], etc. 

As a key tool for studying ultrafast phenomena, THz time-resolved pump-probe techniques 

take advantage of short, intense ultrafast laser-material interaction to excite ionization, transient 

photocurrents, birefringence and lattice vibrations. These THz spectra can be obtained with 

optical pump/THz probe, THz pump/THz probe, or THz pump/optical probe measurements. In 
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these setups, the time resolution is achieved by finely controlling the relative time delay between 

the pump and probe beam. The time resolution of this technique is typically on the femtosecond 

scale, depending on the pump and probe pulse durations.  

1.2 ULTRAFAST LASER-BASED TECHNIQUES FOR THZ PULSE GENERATION 

AND DETECTION 

Notable progress has been made in developing tabletop THz pulse sources by utilizing mode-

locked oscillator emitted IR laser pulses. As two widely used examples, THz pulses are emitted 

by using transient photocurrent in photoconductive antennas (PCAs) or optical rectification (OR) 

effect in nonlinear crystals via frequency down-conversion. Being pumped by ultrashort (typically 

<100 fs) laser pulses, the generated THz pulses are very short (~1 ps) approaching a near half-

cycle oscillation. 

The PCA composed of two micron-sized metal electrodes deposited on a semiconductor 

substrate, usually low-temperature-grown GaAs (LT-GaAs). As shown in Fig. 1.1(a), IR laser 

pulses whose photon energy higher than the semiconductor energy bandgap illuminate the center 

area of two electrodes and excite free carriers. These ultrafast carriers (electrons and holes) are 

then accelerated by an external bias field, and produce a current surge. As the photocurrent varies 

with time, it emits THz radiation in the far-field [19,20]. In contrast, photoconductive sampling 

is the inverse process of emission mechanism. The unbiased PCA is placed in the optical path. 

By measuring the transient currents between electrodes driven by THz field shown in Fig. 1.1(b), 

the THz waveform can be sampled in the time domain by delaying the THz pulse relative to the 

optical probe pulse. 

 
Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram THz pulse generation (a) and detection (b) by using the   
photoconductive antenna. 
 

The OR process is a second-order nonlinear effect in which quasi-DC polarization is induced 

by an ultrashort pulse propagating through non-centrosymmetric crystals such as ZnTe, GaP, and 

GaSe. The nonlinear optical interactions can be described in terms of a nonlinear polarization 

given by 𝑃𝑃(2) = 2𝜀𝜀0𝜒𝜒(2)|𝐸𝐸0(𝑡𝑡)|2  [21], here 𝐸𝐸0(𝑡𝑡) is the time dependent optical beam electric 
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field, and 𝜒𝜒(2) is the second order nonlinear optical susceptibility. If the OR process is within the 

laser pulse width rather than continuous, the rectified nonlinear polarization will be a time-varying 

function associated with the pulse envelope (Fig. 1.2(a)). When the optical pulse duration is in a 

picosecond or sub-picosecond level, the radiation frequency is within THz range [22].  

THz detection process in nonlinear crystals is known as electro-optic (EO) sampling. By co-

focusing the femtosecond laser pulses with THz pulses in the detection crystal, the Pockels effect 

induces birefringence proportional to the THz field amplitude (Fig. 1.2(b)), causes an anisotropic 

change in the refractive index of the crystal and affects the polarization state of the probe pulse. 

By tracking the relative changes in the two orthogonal polarization components of the probe beam 

transmitted through the detection crystal, one can directly measure not only the amplitude, but 

also the phase with high precision (< 10−2 rad) [23]. 

 
Figure 1.2 THz generation (a) and detection (b) by IR laser pulse in a nonlinear crystal via optical 
rectification and Pockels effect. 

 

It is important to note that although solid-state based THz emitters and detectors can provide 

theoretically optimal bandwidths, the THz spectra in practice are always affected by the 

degradation associated with the absorptive nature of the solid materials. For the example of PCA, 

the emitted THz power and bandwidth strongly depend on the electrodes structure, bias voltage 

and the IR pump power. THz field amplitude increases linearly with weak bias fields and low 

energy pumping. However, a high bias voltage may lead to the breakdown of the substrate 

material, and the THz radiation output power saturates due to the screening effect of photoexcited 

carriers on the bias field as the pump power reaches a certain level. Also, the phonon modes in 

PCA semiconductor substrates limit the rise time (and corresponding THz pulse bandwidth) of 

the photocurrent to the carrier-phonon scattering time (several hundred femtoseconds) [20,24].  

For nonlinear crystals, THz output bandwidths are limited by the nonlinearity induced 

dispersion, the phase-matching condition between the pump pulse group velocity and the emitted 

THz phase velocity, and the phonon mode absorptions. For ZnTe and GaP, they have TO phonon 

resonance modes at 5.3 THz and 10.98 THz, respectively [25–27]. To limit the THz pulse 
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absorption and dispersion in the crystal and to achieve wide bandwidth detection, thinner crystals 

are usually considered, but sensitivity is also reduced [28]. 

1.3 THZ EMISSION FROM TWO-COLOR LASER INDUCED FILAMENTATION 

Such sources mentioned above can provide THz electric fields on the order of kV/cm. But 

in response to the demand for explorations for novel nonlinear effect in a variety of materials, 

there is an urgent need to develop more efficient, broadband and coherent THz sources that will 

enable new research and applications. Intense THz pulses can trigger ultrafast electromagnetic 

field switching operations on time scales of tens of femtoseconds to picoseconds, which is much 

faster than conventional electronic devices. Great efforts have been made to improve the two 

methods based on PCA and OR, and strong THz sources have been developed such as large-

aperture photoconductive antennas (LAPCA) [29], inorganic EO crystals LiNbO3 [30] and 

organic crystals 4-N-methylstilbazolium tosylate (DAST) [31]. However, they still have the 

problems of laser damage threshold, thermal and multiphoton effects that exist in solid materials 

themselves. 

 
Figure 1.3 Air plasma radiated THz mechanism based on (a) electrons are drifted away by 
ponderomotive force, (b) external DC source, and (c) two-color mixed field. 

 

In addition to using solid materials, gaseous media which can be ionized by an intense laser 

pulse to form a laser filament are considered as a novel broadband coherent THz source. This 

scheme not only eliminates the worry about the laser damage threshold, but also the THz 

emission process is not affected by the absorption and dispersion inside the solid matters. The 

historical development of this method proceeds as follows. In the first demonstration by Hamster 

et al., femtosecond laser pulses with energies up to 50 mJ were focused to ionize gas molecules 

and emit THz pulses  [32,33]. As shown in Fig. 1.3(a), these transient electric field radiations 

were associated with ponderomotive forces that only accelerated the electrons and expelled them 

from the focus, while the inertia of the positive ions prevented them from moving during the 

duration of the ultrashort laser pulse, resulting in intense and broadband THz radiation. 
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Subsequently, Löffler et al. increased the amplitude of the coherent THz pulse by applying a DC 

bias voltage at the focus and perpendicular to the laser propagation direction to accelerate the 

electrons of the plasma (Fig. 1.3(b)) [34,35]. However, the electric breakdown limits the further 

expansion of the THz field. Fig. 1.3(c) shows an alternative method of generating stronger THz 

fields based on a combination of two-color laser pulses proposed by Cook et al. [36]. With an 

intense IR pulse (ω) emitted from a regenerative amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system, its second 

harmonic (2ω) is frequency-converted by a nonlinear crystal such as type-I β-BaB2O4 (BBO) for 

800 nm laser. They are co-focused by a lens or an off-axis parabolic mirror to ionize the air. 

Similar to the external DC field method, the two-color field accelerates the electrons in the plasma 

and emit intense THz pulses, but the THz yield efficiency increases by 40 times compared to 

monochromatic techniques. Also, the THz generation process is sensitive to two-color field phase 

difference which can be adjusted by modulating the dispersion of air or inserting a phase-shifted 

glass plate.  

Two-color laser filament method is popular for its relatively simple experimental 

implementation, fairly high conversion efficiency, and wide spectral coverage. Matsubara et al. 

produced ultra-broadband electromagnetic pulses up to the 200 THz range using plasmas induced 

by 10-fs pulses focused with their second harmonics [37]. Yoo et al. obtained maximum THz 

energy of 2.6 μJ with a 200 fs IR pulse pump by refocusing the spot size to 43 μm, which provides 

a maximum THz field strength of about 16 MV/cm at a 1 kHz repetition rate [38]. Such ultrafast 

THz pulses with very high peak intensities have recently emerged as powerful tools to directly 

control the strongly correlated electron systems or complex condensed-matter systems. Many 

applications have been stimulated in strong-field matter interaction studies like the field-free 

orientation of rotationally excited molecules [39], atomic structure coherent modulation [40] and 

coherent phonon excitation [40], based on this promising intense THz source. 

1.4 MECHANISM OF THZ EMISSION FROM TWO-COLOR FILAMENTS AND 

ITS LIMITATIONS 

To explain the THz generation mechanism in a two-color laser filament, two different 

models have been proposed historically: four-wave mixing (FWM) model based on the third-

order nonlinearity χ(3) [36,41,42], and a photocurrent (PC) model based on the symmetry-breaking 

electron drift motion [43–45]. The two models correspond to the bound and free electrons induced 

nonlinear polarizations respectively. The common point of the two models is the two-color phase 

matching condition for the effective THz radiation, expressed as 

𝐸𝐸THz,FWM ∝ 𝜒𝜒(3)|𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔| cos𝜃𝜃，     (1.1) 
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𝐸𝐸THz,PC ∝ 𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔)𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔 sin𝜃𝜃，    (1.2) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔 and 𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔 are the amplitudes of the ω and 2ω electric fields respectively, 𝜃𝜃 is the relative 

phase between two-color fields, 𝜒𝜒(3) is the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, and 𝑓𝑓(𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔) 

is a function dependent on the fundamental electric field 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔. Eqs (1.1) and (1.2) are the two most 

commonly used scaling laws to describe the filament THz emission process and have explained 

some experimental observations. 

However, the nonlinear effect introduced by high intensity on the THz emission 

characteristics has rarely been studied in depth. Strong photoionization induced by the high 

intensity (1012 ~ 1014 W/cm2) at the focal center leads to a huge number of free electrons, in which 

laser pulses undergoes a series of focus-defocus cycles consisting of the optical Kerr effect and 

plasma defocusing. These complex nonlinearities lead to a macroscopic ionization trajectory, 

which is known as laser filamentation, also trigger complicate modulation on the laser pulses. 

One of the better-known examples is the white light generation during self-focusing of ultrashort 

lasers [46,47]. At sufficiently high input intensities, the infrared filament emission pulse spectrum 

appears blueshift capable of covering the UV region, which can be explained by the temporal 

distortion of the laser pulse due to the dispersion of the intensity-dependent refractive index. 

Specifically, the additional phase caused by the interaction of the high-intensity electromagnetic 

field with the nonlinear response of bound and free carriers during the filamentation process is 

known as self-phase modulation (SPM). The same mechanism also introduces a phase modulation 

to the 2ω field, called cross-phase modulation (XPM). These modulation effects destroy the 

phase-matching conditions of the two THz emission models mentioned earlier, resulting in 

reduced outgoing efficiency, waveform shaping, etc. When using an air plasma THz source for 

the corresponding study of nonlinearities in the matter, the intensity-induced modulation may be 

mistaken for a property of the matter itself. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate the effect of laser 

intensity-induced self-modulation effects on the THz emission mechanism. 

1.5 SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION 

This thesis focuses on the THz radiation mechanism via the filament formation process in 

air with two-color laser pulses. The main argument is on the role of the relative phase of the two-

color field which modulates the emitted THz energy and waveform. This work is divided into the 

following sections:  

Chapter 2 reviews the basics of the principle of photoionization, laser filamentation, and 

THz emission of focused two-color laser pulses. General concepts, photocurrent models and 
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regulation parameters are introduced. The air-based broad-spectrum THz detection method is also 

presented at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 3 presents the results of our experimental observation on the modulation of THz 

emission energy by varying incident IR pump energy. We attribute the phenomena to the 

additional phase of the two-color laser modulated by the incident IR pulse energy to the refractive 

index change due to the intensity-dependent electron density in the filament, which also 

contributes to the spectral spread of the two-color pulses. The additional phase leading to a shift 

in the optimal THz emission position is in good agreement with the spectral spread of the two-

color light after passing through the filament, confirming our point.  

Chapter 4 introduces the results of the THz emission waveform modulation by different 

incident powers. We recorded the THz waveform evolution for the input IR pump energy varied 

from 1.75 ~ 2.75 mJ by the ABCD method, which features low absorption and dispersion due to 

solid materials. The experimental results show that the amplitude ratio of positive and negative 

peaks of the bipolar THz waveform increasing with the pump pulse energy, and the slow-varying 

peaks at the tail gradually disappear. This phenomenon is explained by the modified photocurrent 

model based on the macroscopic coherent emission mechanism. As in Chapter 3, this modulation 

is caused by the additional phase induced by the plasma. High plasma density at the focal center 

causes a π phase slip between the two-color fields, resulting in a bipolar THz waveform. And 

weak photoionization near the front of the focus gradually affect the initial phase as the pumping 

energy increases. Based on these, we calculated the positive-negative peak ratio which fits our 

observation with a good agreement. In addition, the smoothed peak in the tail is considered to be 

caused by the fading out of the residual current after the negative peak. 

Chapter 5 shows an application example of the two-color laser filament THz-TDS system. 

Optical characteristics of a variety of amorphous materials with potential applications in the THz 

band have been obtained by an intense THz beam emitted by a two-color filament and a weak 

beam emitted by a PCA source, respectively. Among them, the cyclic olefin polymer (COP) 

material shows a low absorption coefficient and a low dispersion in the broadband range. And it 

shows little nonlinear responses under strong THz pumping, revealing its potential for application 

in THz lens, cuvettes and broadband transmission line substrates. 

Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by reviewing our works. We emphasize the importance of 

this dissertation for the theory and experiment of THz emission from two-color laser filaments. 

An outlook for future work is also provided. 
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Chapter 2. THEORY OF THZ GENERATION MECHANISM 

FROM TWO-COLOR LASER FILAMENT 

2.1 PHOTOIONIZATION 

High energy laser beam illuminated on a target (solid, liquid or gas medium) can form ions 

and release free electrons from their parent atoms or molecules, which is called as photoionization. 

For a laser with a central wavelength of 800 nm, its photon energy (~1.5 eV) is too small in 

relation to the ionization potential (Ui ~ 12 eV for oxygen) to meet the ionization energy 

requirements in air. However, when the focusing induced by the lens or photonic Kerr effect 

collapses the beam, the huge intensity increase at the focal point makes the photoionization 

process possible. 

Keldysh developed a theory to describe the photoionization process of a single-electron atom 

in an intense oscillating electric field [1]. He introduced a dimensionless parameter to characterize 

photoionization, which can be defined as [2] 

𝛾𝛾 = 𝜔𝜔0
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �2𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖 = �𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖/2𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝.               (2.1) 

Here 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖  is the ionization potential of the atom and 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝  is the laser ponderomotive potential. 

Generally, the “ponderomotive” refers to the cycle-averaged quiver motion of charged particles 

in response to an applied electromagnetic field [3], so that the Keldysh parameter can be 

understood as a ratio between the energy required for an electron to be freed and its kinetic energy 

acquired within one cycle of the laser field. For 𝛾𝛾 ≫ 1, the ionization potential is much higher 

than the ponderomotive potential. For this case, several photons with energies below the 

ionization threshold may combine their energies to excite and release the bound electrons (see 

Fig. 2.1 (a)). This ionization mechanism is called multiphoton ionization (MPI) and occurs when 

the laser intensity is below ~1012 W/cm2 with a wavelength of 800 nm. For 𝛾𝛾 < 1, the ionization 

potential is lower than the ponderomotive potential. The Coulomb barrier is instantaneously 

suppressed by the laser electric field, results in the relatively low and narrow barrier between the 

bound state and the remaining continuous state, which allows the bound electrons to tunnel out 

from the atom (see Fig. 2.1 (b))  [4,5]. This ionization mechanism is called tunnel ionization (TI) 

which occurs when the laser intensity approaches 1013 W/cm2. The photoionization process 

releases a large number of free electrons, resulting in the complicate propagation process of laser 

in a medium accompanied by many unique phenomena. 
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Figure 2.1 Two processes of photoionization. (a) Multiphoton ionization. (b) Tunnel ionization.  
 

2.2 NONLINEAR PROPAGATION OF INTENSE LASER PULSES 

A better-known example is the so-called filamentation, which is generally considered to be 

the result of the balance of multiple nonlinear effects driven by a strong electric field. In this 

section, we explore the origin of these nonlinearities starting from the basic electromagnetic wave 

propagation theory. The propagation of a laser pulse in a material medium is dominated by 

Maxwell equations:  

∇ ∙ 𝐃𝐃 =  𝜌𝜌,               (2.2) 

∇ × 𝐄𝐄 = −∂𝐁𝐁
∂t

 ,          (2.3) 

∇ ∙ 𝐁𝐁 =  0,     (2.4) 

∇ × 𝐇𝐇 = 𝐉𝐉 +  ∂𝐃𝐃
∂t

 .        (2.5) 

Here, 𝐃𝐃 = 𝜀𝜀0𝐄𝐄 + 𝐏𝐏  is the dielectric displacement, 𝐏𝐏  is the overall average dipole moments 

induced by the laser field, which can be decomposed as linear and non-linear components: 

𝐏𝐏 = 𝐏𝐏(1) + 𝐏𝐏NL ,             (2.6) 

where the first term 𝐏𝐏(1) varies linearly with the electric field and describes the classical linear 

optical phenomena; the second term 𝐏𝐏NL  leads to nonlinear optical effects and induces self-

interactions. With the wave vector 𝐤𝐤 which can be decomposed as 𝐤𝐤 = �𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦2 + 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧2, the z-

direction propagated plane wave electric field can be then regarded as 𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧 > 0  and 𝑘𝑘⊥ =

�𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑘𝑦𝑦2 ≪ |𝑘𝑘| . From this set of equations one can obtain the standard derivation of the 

frequency domain wave equation [7]: 
∂2𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔)
∂𝑧𝑧2

+ [𝑘𝑘(𝜔𝜔)]2𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔) + ∇⊥2𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔) = −𝜇𝜇0𝜔𝜔2 �𝐏𝐏NL + 𝑖𝑖 𝐉𝐉(𝜔𝜔)
𝜔𝜔
� ,   (2.7) 

U(x) 

(a) 

x 

multiphoton ionization 

atomic ground 
state 

x 

atomic ground 
state tunneling 

ionization (b) 

Coulomb barrier suppressed by 
the external electric field 
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where ∇⊥2 = ∂ ∂𝑥𝑥+ ∂/ ∂𝑦𝑦⁄  is the transversal Laplace operator. We neglect the imaginary part of 

the linear susceptibility and consider the wave vector 𝑘𝑘2(𝜔𝜔) = 𝜔𝜔2𝜀𝜀(𝜔𝜔)/𝑐𝑐2 with real-valued 

permittivity only, and assumed that the nonlinear response is isotropic and homogeneous [8]. 

Combined with the paraxiality assumption ∇ ∙ 𝐄𝐄 ≈ 0 , electric field can be decoupled as the 

vectoral components 𝐄𝐄 = (𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 ,𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦,𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧) in Eq. (2.7). Consider that the initial laser field is linearly 

polarized as 𝐄𝐄 = (𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 , 0,0) and preserved in the paraxial regime during beam propagation. But it 

should be noted that the latter assumption cannot be maintained for large nonparaxialities which 

may lead to a complex coupling of different nonlinear polarizations [9]. With the forward 

propagation assumption 𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔) = 𝐄𝐄+(𝜔𝜔) , Eq. (2.7) can be rewritten as a first order partial 

differential equation (PDE) as [10,11] 
∂𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔)
∂z

= 𝑖𝑖
2𝑘𝑘(𝜔𝜔)

∇⊥2𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔) + 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘2(𝜔𝜔)𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔) + 𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇0𝜔𝜔2

2𝑘𝑘(𝜔𝜔)
�𝐏𝐏NL + 𝑖𝑖 𝐉𝐉(𝜔𝜔)

𝜔𝜔
� .  (2.8) 

For the convenience of discussion, the pulse field 𝐄𝐄 is decomposed into envelope 𝐀𝐀 and the 

oscillating field at the carrier frequency 𝜔𝜔0: 

𝐄𝐄(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝐀𝐀(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡)exp(−𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔0𝑡𝑡) .     (2.9) 

We note that the two nonlinearities, the third r.h.s. term in Eq. (2.8), act on the incident light 

pulse. We first focus on the nonlinear polarization 𝐏𝐏NL. In a gaseous medium, the lowest nonlinear 

process allowed is of third order since only centrosymmetric field inversion exists, which can be 

given by [6] 

𝐏𝐏(3)(𝐳𝐳, 𝑡𝑡) =
3
8
𝜀𝜀0χ(3)(−𝜔𝜔0;𝜔𝜔0,𝜔𝜔0,−𝜔𝜔0)|𝐀𝐀(𝐳𝐳, 𝑡𝑡)|2𝐀𝐀(𝐳𝐳, 𝑡𝑡)exp(−𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔0𝑡𝑡) + 𝑐𝑐. 𝑐𝑐. 

                   +
1
8
𝜀𝜀0χ(3)(−3𝜔𝜔0;𝜔𝜔0,𝜔𝜔0,𝜔𝜔0)|𝐀𝐀(𝐳𝐳, 𝑡𝑡)|2𝐀𝐀(𝐳𝐳, 𝑡𝑡)exp(−𝑖𝑖3𝜔𝜔0𝑡𝑡) + 𝑐𝑐. 𝑐𝑐.. 

 (2.10) 

By neglecting the third-harmonic generation term, the third-order nonlinear polarization 

suggests a refractive index dependent on the laser intensity, known as the optical Kerr effect. This 

is because the sufficiently intense electromagnetic field distorts the electron distribution in the 

medium. Since the energy density of the electric field is proportional to the square of the electric 

field strength, the laser field intensity is expressed as [12] 

𝐼𝐼(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = 𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛0
1
𝑇𝑇 ∫ 𝐸𝐸(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡′)𝑡𝑡+𝑇𝑇/2

𝑡𝑡−𝑇𝑇/2 d𝑡𝑡′,    (2.11) 

where 𝑛𝑛0 = 𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔0) denotes the linear refractive index at 𝜔𝜔0, and 𝑇𝑇 = 2𝜋𝜋/𝜔𝜔0 is averaged optical 

period. Consider the slowly-varying approximation of the envelope 𝐀𝐀 defined in Eq. (2.9) for the 

optical carrier at 𝜔𝜔0, the period-averaged intensity can be written as 
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𝐼𝐼(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = 1
2
𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛0|𝐀𝐀(𝐳𝐳, 𝑡𝑡)|2.    (2.12) 

With the third-order nonlinear polarization considered, the intensity-dependent refractive index 

caused by the optical Kerr effect is expressed as 

𝑛𝑛(𝐼𝐼) = 𝑛𝑛0 + 𝑛𝑛2𝐼𝐼,            (2.13) 

where 𝑛𝑛2 indicates the second-order nonlinear refractive index: 

𝑛𝑛2 = 3
4𝑛𝑛02𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐

χ(3).           (2.14) 

Besides the optical Kerr effect induced by 𝑛𝑛2 , another important contribution to the 

nonlinear refractive index comes from the plasma. The dynamics of the free carriers can be 

formulated according to the Drude model, where the plasma is considered as a fluid. The overall 

collective velocity 𝐯𝐯𝐞𝐞 of the electrons is considered as a response to the optical field, so that the 

total current density 𝐉𝐉(𝑡𝑡) = −𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐯𝐯𝐞𝐞(𝑡𝑡) is subject to: 
𝜕𝜕𝐉𝐉(𝑡𝑡)
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

+ 𝐉𝐉(𝑡𝑡)
𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐

= 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2

𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒
𝐄𝐄(𝑡𝑡),    (2.15) 

where, 𝑒𝑒 is the electron charge (1.6 × 10−19 C), 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒 is the electron mass (9.11 × 10−31 kg), 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 

is the electron density and 𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 is the mean time between free carrier collisions. Eq. (2.15) can be 

solved by Fourier transform in the frequency domain, and the free carriers contributed current 

density is given by  

− 𝜇𝜇0𝜔𝜔
2𝑘𝑘(𝜔𝜔) 𝐉𝐉(𝜔𝜔) = 1

2𝑘𝑘(𝜔𝜔) �−
𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛0𝜎𝜎(𝜔𝜔)

𝑐𝑐
− 𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔0

2

𝑐𝑐2𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐(1+𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒2/𝜔𝜔2)
�𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝐄𝐄(𝜔𝜔),  (2.16) 

where 𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒 = 1/𝜏𝜏𝑐𝑐 and 𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐 = 𝜔𝜔0
2𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝜀𝜀0/𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒2 is the critical free carrier density for which the plasma 

becomes opaque for incident pulsed electromagnetic waves with the carrier frequency 𝜔𝜔0 

(𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐  ~ 1.7 × 1021 cm−3 at 800 nm). The cross-section for the collision of free electrons is 

𝜎𝜎(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑒𝑒2

𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝜀𝜀0𝑛𝑛0𝑐𝑐𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒(1+𝜔𝜔2/𝜈𝜈𝑒𝑒2)
 .           (2.17) 

Then the self-generated plasma density 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 satisfies the rate equation: 
𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

= 𝑤𝑤(𝐼𝐼)(𝑁𝑁0 − 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒) + 𝜎𝜎(𝜔𝜔)
𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼,   (2.18) 

where 𝑁𝑁0 is the neutral gas molecule density and 𝑤𝑤(𝐼𝐼) is the laser intensity dependent ionization 

rate. 

Despite the typical time scale associated with filamentation is about ~100 fs, the 

recombination of ions and electrons occurs on the much longer nanosecond time scale. Therefore, 

the resulting plasma can be assumed as static within the interaction with the pulse. The r.h.s. terms 

in Eq. (2.18) describes the contribution of photoionization and collisional ionization to the 

electron density, respectively. In practice, it can be considered that the laser intensity corresponds 
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to a rather low ionization rate. Under the dilute plasma density approximation, we have 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 ≈

𝑁𝑁0𝑤𝑤(𝐼𝐼) ≪ 𝑁𝑁0 and 𝜎𝜎(𝜔𝜔) → 0. Therefore Eq. (2.18) can be simplified as  
𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡

= 𝑤𝑤(𝐼𝐼)𝑁𝑁0.     (2.19) 

Then the nonlinear refractive index contributed by the free electrons can be simplified by 

Δ𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 = − 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
2𝑛𝑛02𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐

= − 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2

2𝑛𝑛02𝜔𝜔0
2𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝜀𝜀0

.    (2.20) 

Similarly, plasma permittivity at non-resonant frequencies can also be derived from the 

oscillation equation containing the collisionless Drude model as follows [13]: 

𝜀𝜀(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑛𝑛2(𝜔𝜔) = 1 − 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

𝜔𝜔2,           (2.21) 

where 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝 = �𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2

𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝜀𝜀0
 is the plasma frequency which describes the oscillatory behavior of electrons 

in a non-equilibrium plasma subjected to Coulomb forces. The difference between the two results 

is that the additional wave vector due to nonlinearity in Eq. (2.7) is linearized under the 

approximation. In practice, for a duration of 120 fs with a central wavelength of 800 nm laser 

pulse induced air filament, the plasma density has been measured in the order of 1016/cm3 and 

gives the plasma frequency 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝

2𝜋𝜋
= 3 × 109Hz  [14]. This is much smaller than optical frequency 

(∼1014 Hz). By assuming that 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝 ≪ 𝜔𝜔, we have  

𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑛𝑛0 + Δ𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 = 1 − 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

2𝜔𝜔2,          (2.22) 

with the same form of Δ𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝 in Eq. (2.20). 

2.3 LASER FILAMENTATION 

In most cases, a transverse Gaussian TEM00 mode beam is often used, whose intensity I(r, t) 

decreases radially from its center to its edges. This leads to a spatial effect i.e. the radial wave 

vector 𝑘𝑘⊥ cannot be neglected either. Specifically, optical Kerr effect causes the refractive index 

to depend on I(r, t) and gradually collapses the wavefront curvature to acts as a lens, which is 

known as self-focusing (see Fig. 2.2(a)). Self-focusing cancels diffraction when the beam exceeds 

the critical power [15] 

𝑃𝑃cr = 3.72𝜆𝜆02/8𝜋𝜋𝑛𝑛2𝑛𝑛0,    (2.23) 

where 𝜆𝜆0 is the central wavelength. When the center of the beam becomes intense enough to 

ionize gas media, plasma is generated near the collapse center, which causes the core of the beam 

to scatter (see Fig. 2.2(b)). Once scattered, the beam may still contain power above 𝑃𝑃cr  and 

undergo another focus-scatter cycle. The repetition sustains long-range, self-guided propagation 
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in the form of a thin filament. As shown in Fig. 2.3, laser filament formation is therefore a highly 

dynamic process with periodic ionization spikes whenever the beam starts to collapse again. The 

repetition of these cycles depends especially on the peak power of the input pulse, and the self-

guided process maintains an average filament diameter of about 100 µm over long distances in 

air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic diagram of the self-focusing (a) and self-dispersion (b) effects. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of the focusing - defocusing cycles that the intense core of the 
beam undergoes. Solid curves denote the diameter of the intense core; Dashed curves denote the 
root mean square radius of the full beam. 
 

2.4 FOUR-WAVE MIXING MODEL AND ITS LIMITATIONS 

Cook et al., who first reported the mechanism of two-color filament generation, attributed 

the principle to four-wave mixing (rectification), a third-order nonlinear optical process induced 

by bound electrons of gas molecules [17]. Three photons (two at ω and one at 2ω) are mixed to 

produce a rectified (quasi-DC) polarization term, denoted as 

𝑃𝑃(3) ∝ 𝜒𝜒(3)|𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔|cos (𝜃𝜃),    (2.24) 

where 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔  and 𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔  are the laser fields of fundamental and second harmonic waves, 𝜃𝜃  is the 

relative phase between those two fields and 𝜒𝜒(3) is the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility. 
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This process is similar to the second-order OR used to explain the THz emission in nonlinear 

crystals. The four-wave mixing model is a phenomenological explanation based on early 

experimental observations. However, as the study progresses some reports suggest that the four-

wave mixing model cannot explain the physical mechanism of THz radiation from two-color 

filaments. 

 
Figure 2.4 Linear relationship between emitted THz field and fundamental beam intensity at fixed 
intensity of second harmonic. The turning point near 50 μJ indicates the ionization threshold. 
(Reprinted from [18]) 

 

The third-order nonlinearity 𝜒𝜒(3)  coefficient seems to be too small to explain the high 

conversion efficiency (10−4) of THz radiation. Xie’s experiment results (see Fig. 2.4) has shown 

that the minimum laser intensity required to generate THz radiation coincides with the threshold 

value for ionization [18]. Only above this threshold does the emitted THz amplitude increases 

linearly with the 𝜔𝜔 beam intensity. Meanwhile, they indicated that the calculated THz field is four 

orders of magnitude smaller than the experimentally measured field. If the 𝜒𝜒(3) contributes most 

of the THz emission, the scaling above and below the ionization threshold should not be by such 

a large difference. This implies that the THz emission originates from the contribution of free 

electrons. 

Borodin et al. simulated the THz generation contributions from bound and free electrons and 

compared them with the experimentally obtained spectrum. The agreement in the 1 ~ 10 THz is 

the evidence for the contribution from the free carrier to the THz generation. They found that the 

contributions of both to the spectral components do not coincide: the free electron contribution is 

in the lower frequency region (center frequency lower than 5 THz), while the bound electron 

contribution is more concentrated in the higher frequency band (center frequency larger than 5 

THz). Andreeva et al. also reveal that the FWM contribution is much weaker than free electrons 

current surge and it occurs at higher frequencies [19]. The FWM arises mainly from the leading 
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edge of the self-focusing laser pulse which always sees the neutral gas and emits in the forward 

direction. However, the followed photoionization overwhelms the FWM contribution and emits 

conically. 

These theoretical simulations and experimental observations point to the fact that the 

nonlinearity due to free electrons is the main origin of the THz emission. This was realized by 

Kim et al. and a novel photocurrent model based on photoionization and subsequent laser-driven 

currents [21-23] was proposed. 

2.5 ASYMMETRIC TRANSIENT PHOTOCURRENT MODEL 

The transient currents are formatted by accelerating the photoionization released free 

electrons with two-color combined laser field EL(t) with the same polarization, which can be 

expressed as 

𝐸𝐸L(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴1 cos(𝜔𝜔1𝑡𝑡) + 𝐴𝐴2 cos(𝜔𝜔2𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃),  (2.25) 

where 𝜔𝜔1 and 𝜔𝜔2 are the respective wavelengths of the two-color mixed field, 𝐴𝐴1 and 𝐴𝐴2 are the 

corresponding amplitude envelopes, and 𝜃𝜃 is the relative phase between the two fields. The freed 

electrons ionized at t0 can be accelerated at a time varying velocity of  

𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) = − 𝑒𝑒
𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒
∫ 𝐸𝐸L(𝑡𝑡′)d𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡0

= 𝑒𝑒
𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒
�𝐴𝐴1
𝜔𝜔1

sin(𝜔𝜔1𝑡𝑡) + 𝐴𝐴2
𝜔𝜔2

sin(𝜔𝜔2𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃)�.     (2.26) 

The resulting transient electron current at time t can be expressed as 

𝐽𝐽(𝑡𝑡) = ∫ d𝐽𝐽(𝑡𝑡′)𝑡𝑡
−∞ = −𝑒𝑒 ∫ 𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡′) d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡′)𝑡𝑡

−∞ d𝑡𝑡′.       (2.27) 

Here d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡′) is the density of free electrons released by photo-ionization at the time between 

𝑡𝑡′and 𝑡𝑡′ + d𝑡𝑡′, which can be obtained from the following equation: 

d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) = [𝑁𝑁0 −𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)]𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡)d𝑡𝑡 ≈ 𝑁𝑁0𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡)d𝑡𝑡,  (2.28) 

where 𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡) is the ionization rate or the ionization probability in unit time. Similar as section 2.2, 

we have [𝑁𝑁0 −𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)]𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡) ≈ 𝑁𝑁0𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡)  under the dilute plasma density approximation and 

electron density does not drop immediately after the electric field disappears with the nanosecond 

time scale of electron-ion recombination [20,21]. The accumulation of net current per optical 

cycle forms a long period of quasi-DC surge over the pulse width. Thus, the electromagnetic 

waves radiated from the laser filament is proportional to the derivative of quasi-DC density as 

𝐸𝐸THz(𝑡𝑡) ∝ d𝐽𝐽DC(𝑡𝑡) d𝑡𝑡⁄ .    (2.29) 
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2.6 PARAMETERS AFFECTING THZ EMISSION EFFICIENCY 

2.6.1 Incident laser intensity 

According to the above description, the degree of time variation of the quasi-DC surge 

current determines the electric field strength at THz. Eq. (2.27). shows that the current variation 

is related to the increment of the electron density per unit time and acceleration obtained from the 

mixed field. They are actually all related to the incident laser intensity: stronger laser intensity 

provides greater acceleration for the free electrons and also ionizes more free electrons per unit 

of time. The dependence of the free electron density on the incident laser intensity has been 

confirmed by the experimental results of Talebpour et al. (see Fig. 2.5) [22]. The THz yield is 

increased with IR pumping energy without considering the THz absorption and other nonlinear 

effects as transport, space charge, or re-scattering effects included (see Fig. 2.6(b)) [23]. 

2.6.2 Gas species and pressure 

Gas species and pressures will also affect the THz output. The far field THz pulse energy for 

various two-color laser ionized gases (helium, nitrogen, air, argon and krypton) measured by a 

pyroelectric detector shown the trend that increases as the radius or equivalent radius of these gas 

molecules [23], corresponding to the increased tunnel ionization potential. In Fig. 2.5, the 

ionization rate of argon is slightly higher than that of nitrogen, which is also consistent with the 

observations in Fig. 2.6(a). The neutral gas density that increases with the gas pressure also 

provides a higher density of free electrons, thereby increasing the transient current to generate a 

stronger THz electric field. It should be noted that laboratory ambient air containing water vapor 

which resonantly absorbs part of the generated THz emission. In practice, pure nitrogen 

atmosphere has a higher THz yield than air, although oxygen (20% of air) has higher ionization 

rate than nitrogen (see Fig. 2.6(a)). 
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Figure 2.5 The symbols indicate the experimental ion vs. intensity of N2 (left, square), Ar (left, 
big circle), O2 (right, small circle) and Xe (right, triangle) obtained by linearly polarized 800 nm 
laser pulses; The curves correspond ionization rates predicted by theoretical models with different 
effective charge Zeff.(Reprinted from [22]) 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2.6 THz intensity measured by a pyroelectric detector. (a) THz intensity vs. gas pressure 
for various gas species; (b) THz intensity vs. IR pump power for two-color laser filament emission 
excited by argon at 580 Torr. Use 3 mm thick silicon, 1 mm thick PE or 3 mm thick PTFE as 
optical filters. THz intensity is detected by a pyroelectric detector. (Reprinted from [23]) 
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2.6.3 Two-color phase difference 

Numerous experimental results in the past have shown that the phase difference of two-color 

fields subject to air dispersion or artificially added by an in-line phase compensator modulates the 

THz emission intensity [23–25]. The PC model also revealed the origin of the relationship 

between two-color phase difference with THz yield. For θ = 0, the phase dependence of electron 

density around the peak is symmetric, but that of drift velocity is anti-symmetric. The current 

surge shown in the grey area of Fig. 2.7(a) yields zero. For θ = π/2, the electron density peaks 

when the drift velocity is nonzero, due to the asymmetry of the electric field around the peak. The 

gray area in Fig. 2.7(b) indicates that more electrons travel in the negative direction, resulting in 

a directional current. This directional current surge produces THz radiation in the far-field. [26]. 

It also predicts that the THz output has a sin(θ) dependence, i.e., the maximum occurs with a θ = 

π/2 phase slippage between ω and 2ω fields [27]. 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Drift velocity (blue curves) of freed electrons in a two-color field (dotted lines) for 
two different relative phases (a) θ = 0 and (b) θ = π/2. Time-dependent ionization rates are shown 
in red solid curves. The gray areas indicate the product of electron density and drift velocity. 
 

We have also confirmed this dependence through simple theoretical calculations. As shown 

in Fig. 2.8(a), we calculated the cumulative current intensity for a pulse width of 100 fs according 

to Eq. (2.27), where the ionization rate model of the electron density is described by the power 

law of multiphoton absorption [16]. The net current maximum value of each phase difference fits 

the sinusoidal function dependence perfectly (see Fig. 2.8(b)).  
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Figure 2.8 Calculated net current intensity within a 100-fs pulse period (a) and sine function 
dependence of maximum value (b).  
 

2.6.4 BBO azimuth 

Most of the two-color ionization schemes currently used in the laboratory are all-in-line 

second harmonic and THz generation arrangements as shown in Fig. 2.9(a). The commonly used 

β-BBO is a negative uniaxial crystal, which has a larger refractive index for ordinary beam (ô) 

than extraordinary (ê) beam. The second harmonic generation is achieved by satisfying the type-

I phase-matching condition of angular tuning, i.e. ô(ω) + ô(ω) → ê(2ω) [28]. If only the 

fundamental frequency light along the o-axis is incident, the polarization direction of the 2ω beam 

emitted from the BBO is orthogonal to the ω beam.  

 
Figure 2.9 (a) THz and second harmonic generation in the same optical path. (b) The BBO crystal 
is rotated to an angle α with the polarization direction of the incident fundamental beam to ensure 
that the extraordinary polarization component in the crystal is parallel to the second harmonic. 
(Reprinted from [29])  
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Although there is maximum second harmonic generation efficiency, it is difficult to observe 

strong THz generation because the orthogonal mixing field cannot effectively accelerate the free 

electrons in the plasma. Therefore, the tuning of an azimuthal orientation of the BBO crystal is 

required. As can be seen in Fig. 2.9(b), when the fundamental laser beam passes through the 

birefringent BBO crystal, its amplitude can be decomposed into two orthogonal polarization 

directions, 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔  and 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒 , along the ô and ê axes in the crystal respectively. In this case, the 

fundamental pulse becomes elliptically polarized as it passes through the BBO, while the second 

harmonic remains polarized along the ê axis. Then the combined laser field at the focus is 

expressed as: 

𝐸𝐸L(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) cos(𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡) e� + 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔(𝑡𝑡) cos(𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡 + 𝜑𝜑)o� + 𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) cos(2𝜔𝜔𝑡𝑡 + 𝜃𝜃)e�,  (2.30) 

where 𝜑𝜑 is the phase difference due to the difference in refractive index along the ô and ê axes in 

the crystal inside the BBO crystal, which can be controlled by tilting the angle of the BBO crystal 

and thus varying the optical path length. Thus, both azimuth and tilt angle need to be carefully 

adjusted to obtain the maximum THz output. In addition, it is also feasible to add a dual-

wavelength waveplate (DWP) after the BBO crystal to achieve the strongest THz output while 

meeting the maximum second harmonic generation efficiency [30]. 

2.6.5 Pump wavelength and frequency combination 

Most experiments with two-color filaments have been done between 800 nm and 400 nm 

frequency combinations, but the possibility of other frequency ratios is not denied. Kostin et al. 

performed detailed calculations with 𝜔𝜔2/𝜔𝜔1 from 0.4 to 3 and found that THz radiation can also 

be generated when 𝜔𝜔2/𝜔𝜔1 is 2/3 and 3/2 [31]. These conclusions were verified experimentally by 

Zhang et al., and they found that the multi-wave mixing theory cannot explain the scaling law and 

polarization modulation, while the PC model can explain these phenomena well [32]. In addition, 

three-color combinations have also been tried, and a wider bandwidth THz pulse has been 

achieved [33]. It has also been recently shown that the two-color filamentation of a 3.9 μm 

femtosecond mid-infrared laser pulse can produce ultrashort THz pulses with sub-millijoule 

energy and 2.36% conversion efficiency [34]. Compared to the 800 nm near-IR laser, long 

wavelength pulses can provide greater acceleration for free electrons in a single optical cycle, 

thereby increasing the transient current to improve THz yield. These new attempts have inspired 

new possibilities for the development of strong THz sources. 
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2.7 AIR-BIASED COHERENT DETECTION (ABCD) METHOD 

Gas-based detectors are also powerful tools for detecting ultrawideband THz pulses. Since 

gases have little dispersion in the optical and THz ranges, the gas-based THz detection is not 

affected by phase mismatch in EO sampling schemes. A typical example is the air-biased coherent 

detection (ABCD) method which can achieve coherent detection means to obtain the electric field 

amplitude of THz pulses [35]. ABCD does not require ionized air, the detection mechanism is 

based on the second harmonic generation induced by the third-order nonlinear effect of a gaseous 

medium under the strong THz field. As shown in Fig. 2.10(a), the probe fundamental pulse (red) 

and the THz beam (blue) are co-focused and produce a second harmonic (purple). The 

fundamental frequency is filtered by an infrared filter (IRF) and the intensity of second harmonic 

pulses are detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). This process can be expressed as [35] 

𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔  ∝  χ(3)𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔𝐸𝐸THz ,        (2.31) 

where 𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔 and 𝐸𝐸THz are respectively the second harmonic and THz electric field, and 𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 is the 

fundamental beam intensity. Since 𝐸𝐸2𝜔𝜔 ∝ 𝐸𝐸THz, the measured SH intensity 𝐼𝐼2𝜔𝜔 is proportional to 

the THz intensity 𝐼𝐼THz, i.e. 𝐼𝐼2𝜔𝜔 ∝ 𝐼𝐼THz (hollow purple column in Fig. 2.10(b)). Due to this, we 

can only obtain the intensity-correlation signal which does not contain phase information (see Fig. 

2.11(a)). By introducing a bias voltage 𝐸𝐸DC at the optical focus, the bias field induces a second 

harmonic pulse-field, thus the time-dependent second harmonic intensity can be expressed as 

𝐼𝐼2𝜔𝜔 ∝ �χ(3)𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔�
2
∙  (𝐸𝐸THz + 𝐸𝐸DC)2 ∝ (𝐸𝐸THz2 + 2𝐸𝐸THz𝐸𝐸DC + 𝐸𝐸DC2 ) .  (2.32) 

 

 
Figure 2.10 Schematic of the ABCD detection device (a) and the coherent detection principle (b). 
The fundamental probe beam (red) and THz beam (blue) are focused between two high-voltage 
electrodes and generate the second harmonic (purple). Without the bias voltage, only the THz 
contributes to the second harmonic generation (hollow purple); With the bias voltage, both the 
bias field and THz fields contribute to the second harmonic generation, and a cross term 
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proportional to the THz field strength exists (solid purple). By extracting the cross term with 
phase-sensitive (lock-in) detection and controlling the time delay between the probe pulse and the 
THz pulse, the instantaneous THz field can be sampled and obtain the THz waveform. 

 
Figure 2.11 (a) Time-resolved THz intensity signal measured by induced second harmonic 
generation method; (b) THz electric field amplitude obtained by coherent detection through the 
introduction of an external bias. 
 

The bias voltage 𝐸𝐸DC can be switched at a period of half of the repetition rate and act as a 

local oscillator. Therefore, the cross term in Eq. (2.32) which is linearly proportional to the THz 

field amplitude (solid purple column in Fig. 2.10(b)) can be eventually isolated from the switching 

frequency by a lock-in amplifier. THz pulse can be then sampled by varying the delay between 

the pump and probe laser pulse so that the entire temporal waveform can be obtained (see Fig.2.11 

(b)). Since the frequency coverage is not limited by the phonon resonance and reflection from the 

interface, the temporal shape of THz pulses emitted from the filament can be measured with nearly 

no distortion. As shown in Fig. 2.12, when the 30 THz bandwidth source is sampled by a 1-mm-

thick ZnTe crystal, the lattice vibration mode centered around 5.3 THz limits the bandwidth to 

only 2.5 THz. But for an ABCD device, the entire source bandwidth can be effectively 

detected [36]. 

 
Figure 2.12 Two-color laser plasma emitted THz spectra detected by EO (1 mm thick ZnTe 
crystal) sampling (black) and THz-ABCD technique using 32 fs (red) and 50 fs (red) laser pulses, 
respectively. (Reprinted from [36]) 
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2.8 CONCLUSION 

This chapter briefly reviews the mechanism of photoionization, laser field propagation with 

intensity induced nonlinearities and THz radiation from the two-color laser plasma current surge. 

The ionization caused by the intense laser field interacts with the third-order nonlinear effects in 

the gas medium, leading to a complex filamentation process. In which the asymmetric currents 

due to the two-color laser field are considered as the main mechanism of far-field THz radiation. 

Although the phenomenology-based four-wave mixing model has been proposed, it has a number 

of limitations including the inability to account for the conversion efficiency of third-order 

nonlinear effects. In addition, some important parameters affecting the THz yield are presented, 

including the incident IR power related to scaling and the phase difference of the two-color light 

for the phase-matching condition. After that, we present the air-based coherent detection scheme, 

which allows for a wider frequency range due to the absence of solid material dispersion. 
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Chapter 3. SELF-PHASE MODULATION EFFECT ON THZ 

ENERGY EVOLUTION 

3.1 SCALING LAW FAILURE OF THE PC MODEL 

The asymmetric transient plasma current (PC) model successfully explains the THz radiation 

in laser-gas interactions. It shows that the nonlinearity responsible for this phenomenon is caused 

by tunneling ionization and subsequent electron motion in the laser field. Despite being one-

dimensional in time and not including transport, space charge, or re-scattering effects, the model 

can explain the phase-dependent THz radiation very well. However, for practical applications, it 

still needs to involve the nonlinear effects in the filament associated with changes of the refractive 

index when the pulse propagates through gaseous media that have not been considered. A number 

of nonlinear optical phenomena of strong field-induced filaments have been reported, such as 

supercontinuum generation [1–3], self-steepening [3], and intensity clamping [4,5], etc. These 

nonlinearities may have a profound impact on the THz emission, leads to the time domain 

reshaping of the THz pulse, or even to the failure of the scaling law. With this in mind, we need 

to re-understand the physical mechanism of pulse propagation in a filament and study the THz 

modulation due to nonlinearity in depth. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 THz intensity as a function of the incident IR pulse energy. The stars show the results 
with the BK7 rephaser for quasi phase-matching. (Reprinted from [1]) 
 

The scaling law of the PC model seems to suggest that the THz yield is guaranteed to its 

maximum efficiency as long as the relative phase of the two-color field in the optical path is 

precisely controlled to π/2. However, some studies demonstrated that the oscillatory behavior of 

the THz intensity evolution when the IR laser pulse energy is increased without artificially 

introducing an additional phase difference. We can see clearly that a tendency to decrease with 
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pulse energy at 300~600 μJ shown in Fig. 3.1 reported by Liu et al [6]. By re-compensating the 

phase, the THz output can meet the scaling law again as red star marks. This observation differs 

from the previously mentioned scaling law where THz yield increases monotonically with 

increasing IR pump energy. 

Besides this, some studies also demonstrated some intriguing observations that the 

maximum THz yield regulated by the distance d between the BBO and the focal point was not 

always at a fixed position. In such a measurement, due to the dispersion of air, distance d 

modulates the relative phase between ω and 2ω. The air dispersion induced phase slippage can 

be described as 

Δ𝜃𝜃 =  2𝜔𝜔 (𝑛𝑛2𝜔𝜔  −  𝑛𝑛𝜔𝜔) / 𝑐𝑐,     (3.1) 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, nω and n2ω are the refractive indices of the fundamental 

and second-harmonic waves in air, respectively [7]. In general, this dispersion law remains 

unchanged in situations where the surrounding environment, such as temperature and pressure, 

does not change drastically. It fixes the relative phase evolution between ω and 2ω at the focus 

with the limit of a localized plasma. However, when the incident power and the focal length of 

the lens are changed, the deviation of the optimal THz generation position on the millimeter to 

centimeter scale is observed [6,8] (see Fig.3.2). These observations indicate that there are 

additional factors causing the failure of the scaling law during the photoionization process. 

 

 
Figure 3.2 THz peak-to-peak amplitude versus BBO-to-plasma distance with (a) different IR 
pump energy and (b) different focusing lenses. (Reprinted from [6] and [8]) 

 

In this chapter, we introduce our quantitatively investigation of the evolution of THz 

radiation from a two-color laser filament in the air by varying the incident infrared pulse energy 

and BBO to focal length. The shift of the optimal position of the THz radiation observed in the 

experiment implies an intensity-dependent additional relative phase. Theoretical analysis suggests 

( b ) 
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that this phase is likely to originate from the self-phase modulation due to the nonlinear refractive 

index of the filament formation process, because the spectral broadening of the two-color pulsed 

field after passing through the filament is also closely related to the same reason. This provide a 

clue for finding the cause of the failure of the scaling law. 

3.2 INTENSITY INDUCED NONLINEARITIES 

We have already discussed the nonlinear effects during the filamentation in Section 2.2. 

These additional refractive indices all exhibit properties that vary with the incident laser intensity. 

The typical ultrafast laser pulse has the property of time-varying intensity. For example, at 

sufficiently high input intensities, the output THz emission is accompanied by significant white 

light production as known as supercontinuum generation. And the stronger the input power, the 

more obvious this phenomenon is and the wider the spectrum covered. This is most likely 

explained by the intensity-dependent refractive index change resulting in temporal distortion of 

the laser pulse and is likely to be closely related to the modulation of the THz output. Due to the 

presence of an additional refractive index Δ𝑛𝑛, the interaction of the high-intensity optical field 

with the neutral gas and plasma leads to modulation of the pulse phase; i.e., self-phase modulation 

(SPM). Considering that the pulsed optical field is usually a Gaussian envelope, the refractive 

index is also time-varying. transform the time variable 𝜉𝜉 = 𝑡𝑡 − 𝑧𝑧/𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 to a frame comoving with 

the group velocity 𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 of the laser pulse. For the case of a monochromatic plane wave, the forward 

plane wave front is given by 

𝐄𝐄(𝑧𝑧, 𝑡𝑡) = exp(𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔0𝑡𝑡 − 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧) = exp [𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔0𝑡𝑡 − 𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔0
𝑐𝑐
𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡)𝑧𝑧] ,     (3.2) 

with time-varying refraction index change: 

𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑛𝑛0 − Δ𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑛𝑛0 + 𝑛𝑛2𝐼𝐼(𝑡𝑡) −
𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

𝜔𝜔2 .        (3.3) 

Therefore, the additional phase introduced by the SPM at time ξ is expressed as: 

Δ𝜑𝜑SPM(𝜉𝜉) = −𝜔𝜔0Δ𝑛𝑛(𝜉𝜉)
𝑐𝑐

𝑧𝑧 = 𝜔𝜔0
𝑐𝑐
� 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝

2

2𝑛𝑛02𝜔𝜔0
2 −  𝑛𝑛2𝐼𝐼(𝜉𝜉)� 𝑧𝑧 ,           (3.4) 

and the pulse frequency change due to SPM is: 

Δ𝜔𝜔SPM(𝜉𝜉) = 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉
𝜑𝜑SPM(𝜉𝜉) = 𝑒𝑒2𝑧𝑧

2𝑛𝑛02𝜀𝜀0𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔0

𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝜉𝜉)
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉

− 𝜔𝜔0𝑧𝑧
𝑐𝑐
𝑛𝑛2

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕(𝜉𝜉)
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉

.      (3.5) 

Similarly, for the second harmonic wave 2𝜔𝜔 that is co-focused with the fundamental wave 

𝜔𝜔 and passes through the laser filament, it is also subjected to the nonlinear refractive index 

caused by the fundamental wave and is appended with an additional phase that results in a 
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frequency shift. This process is also known as cross-phase modulation (XPM). The additional 

phase caused by XPM can be expressed as 

Δ𝜑𝜑XPM(𝜉𝜉) = −2𝜔𝜔0Δ𝑛𝑛(𝜉𝜉)
𝑐𝑐

𝑧𝑧 = 2𝜔𝜔0
𝑐𝑐
� 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝

2

8𝑛𝑛02𝜔𝜔0
2 −  𝑛𝑛2𝐼𝐼(𝜉𝜉)� 𝑧𝑧 .   (3.6) 

Likewise, the pulse frequency change due to XPM is: 

Δ𝜔𝜔XPM(𝜉𝜉) = 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉
𝜑𝜑SPM(𝜉𝜉) = 𝑒𝑒2𝑧𝑧

4𝑛𝑛02𝜀𝜀0𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔0

𝜕𝜕𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝜉𝜉)
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉

− 2𝜔𝜔0𝑧𝑧
𝑐𝑐

𝑛𝑛2
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕(𝜉𝜉)
𝜕𝜕𝜉𝜉

.        (3.7) 

 

3.3 EXPERIMENT: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AIR DISPERSION INDUCED 

THZ EMISSION EVOLUTION AND SPECTRAL BROADENING AND AT 

DIFFERENT INCIDENT LIGHT INTENSITIES 

According to Eq. (3.4) and (3.6), 𝜔𝜔 and 2𝜔𝜔 waves are appended with an additional phase 

due to the self-generated refractive index change, and their frequency shifts described by 

equations Eq. (3.5) and (3.7) correspond to what we observed as white light generation or spectra 

expansion by the same reason. Based on the above theoretical description, it is not difficult to 

speculate that additional phase slippage should be introduced when changing the incident IR 

power, which leads to a modulation in THz yield evolution related to the distance between the 

BBO-to-focal point. And it can be confirmed by relating 𝜔𝜔 and 2𝜔𝜔 shifts caused by SPM and 

XPM with the modulated of THz intensity. 

 
Figure 3.3 Schematic setup of a dual-color laser filament THz generation system. 
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Detailed information for experimental equipment shown in Fig. 3.3 and methods are 

explained in the following. All experiments were performed at room temperature and standard 

atmospheric pressure. We use a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spitfire Pro, Spectra Physics) 

to generate horizontally polarized laser pulses with a center wavelength of 800 nm, repetition 

frequency of 1 kHz, and time width of 100 fs. These emitted intense laser pulses are focused by 

a convex lens with a focal length of 150 mm and then passed through a 0.1 mm thick type I β-

BBO frequency doubling nonlinear crystal. By utilizing the BBO’s second-order nonlinear effects, 

we can obtain the corresponding second harmonic pulses. The plane of incidence of the BBO 

crystal is adjusted to be perpendicular to the incident beam. By fixing the BBO crystal on a one-

dimensional linear translation stage, the distance d between the BBO and the focal point can be 

adjusted in the range of 20 to 55 mm. 

 
Figure 3.4 CCD images of two-color laser filaments taken at the corresponding incident pulse 
energy adjusted by a circular variable neutral density filter (NDF). 

 

At the focal point, the intense photoelectric field ionized series of cumulative ionization 

trajectories that observed macroscopically along the propagation direction are known as laser 

filaments. Fig. 3.4 shows a series of photographs of the laser filament with different incident pulse 

energies captured by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. At a pulse energy of 2.75 mJ, the 

length of the laser filament is approximately 6 mm. Both the length and width of the filament 

decrease with incident IR power. These filaments exhibit a spindle shape with a brighter center 

and darker edges, and both length and width decrease with incident power. 

After passing through the focus, unlike the deep red color of the incident fundamental 

frequency pulse, a series of ring-like iridescent tint emanated from the filament. THz radiation is 

collected and collimated by a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors (PM1 and PM2) with the spectral 

broadened two-color pulses eliminated by a high-resistance silicon (HRS) filter. Subsequently, a 
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calibrated pyroelectric detector (SPI-A-62-THz, Gentec-EO) is used to measure THz pulse energy 

varied with BBO-to-focus distance d. The detector has a spectral response covering a bandwidth 

from 0.1 to 30 THz, noise equivalent power (NEP) of 0.4 nW/Hz−1/2, and a high responsiveness 

of 33 kV/W at a chopping frequency of 13 Hz. The pump pulse energy was adjusted from 2.75 

mJ to 0.75 mJ by a circular variable neutral density filter (NDF).  

The two-color spectra emitted directly from the laser filament were measured using a 

spectrometer (USB2000+, Ocean Optics) which was placed at the focal position of the second 

off-axis parabolic mirror PM2 when the HRS filter was removed. To prevent the probe from being 

damaged by the intense laser energy, we used a broadband attenuator covering the visible to 

infrared band with a uniform absorption spectrum. 

 
Figure 3.5 THz radiation evolution by changing the incident IR pulse energy and BBO-to-focal 
distance. Symbolic points are the THz pulse energy obtained at different BBO-to-focal distance 
d and incident pulse energy Iω adjusted by an optical attenuator from 0.75 to 2.75 mJ. Error bars 
represent the standard deviation of three measurements. 

 

Fig. 3.5 displays the measured THz pulse energy 𝐼𝐼THz emitted from the two-color laser 

filament versus BBO-to-focal length d, with the incident IR pulse energy 𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 is adjusted from 0.75 

to 2.75 mJ in units of 0.25 mJ. For ease of comparison, these data are presented on the logarithmic 

vertical axis. 

The first point we notice is that as 𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 increases, 𝐼𝐼THz shows an overall exponential growth 

and exhibits periodic oscillations with d. Similar to this oscillatory behavior mentioned before in 

Section 3.1, it is considered as a dispersion due to the difference in the refractive index of the air 

between ω and 2ω. Perhaps some readers have noticed that the period of oscillation, or the 

distance between peaks, is not the same as the values in some previous reports [17]. Because the 
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data we measured are the total energy of the THz pulse, not the peak electric field amplitude at a 

specific time. According to the sinusoidal-dependent THz scaling related to the phase difference 

mentioned in Section 2.6.2, the oscillation should be expressed as sin2 𝜃𝜃 for 𝐼𝐼 ∝ |𝐸𝐸|2. A different 

trend, as we predicted, what we have found is a gradual shift of the max THz yield position away 

from the focus as 𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 increases. Similarly, the position of the minima varies by approximately the 

same degree, as shown in Fig. 3.6. 

 
Figure 3.6 Variation of maximum and minimum THz yield position versus the incident IR pulse 
energy 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Normalized spectra of fundamental ω (a) and second harmonic 2ω (b). Solid lines are 
their spectra after propagating through the laser filament, and the dashed lines are the spectra 
measured before focus. 

 

According to Fig. 3.6, the maximum value of the 2.75 mJ pump has a position shift of about 

5 mm compared to the 0.75 mJ pump, suggesting an intensity-dependent phase shift. To gain 

insight into the origin of this phase shift, the spectra of the two-color pulses before and after 

focusing at different incident IR pulse energies are measured as presented in Fig. 3.7, in which 

the center frequency shift and increased broadening on the blue side of both ω and 2ω were 

observed as 𝐼𝐼ω increased. In Fig. 3.7(a), The spectrum of the fundamental wave is extended to 
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about 650 nm on the blue side with 𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 = 2.75 mJ, which corresponds to a frequency shift of ~ 80 

THz. And a plateau-like spike is formed near 740 nm. The spectrum expansion of 2𝜔𝜔 light shown 

in Fig. 3.7(b), although also broadened to the blue side, is not as pronounced as that of 𝜔𝜔 light, 

which is only about 20 THz. Surprisingly, the spectral broadening occurs only on the blue side, 

while no shift is observed on the red side. The second terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.5) and (3.7) 

have explicitly shown that these nonlinear contributions of the optical Kerr effect account for the 

negative increments of frequency, i.e., redshifts. And the positive increment of frequency is 

contributed by the free electrons, which corresponds to the blueshift.  

However, the previously described filamentation process does not involve external 

geometric focusing. When geometric focusing is added to self-focusing, a concave wavefront 

with greater curvature compared to a self-focusing planar wavefront. To overcome this stronger 

focusing, the self-generated plasma must become denser, and the free carrier density increases 

dramatically so that negative lensing effects can balance the focusing effects. We introduce the 

lens equivalent refractive index 𝑛𝑛lens when it is added to the nonlinear increase of the refractive 

index and they are balanced together by the refractive index of the self-generated plasma, i.e. 

𝑛𝑛lens + 𝑛𝑛2𝐼𝐼 = 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

𝜔𝜔2 .    (3.8) 

There is no doubt that to reach this equilibrium, 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒  must be larger than it would be without 

geometric focusing (free propagation). And small changes in intensity during highly nonlinear 

multiphoton/tunneling ionization will result in a large increment in plasma density. In this case, 

whether it is the refractive index change caused by the lens or the optical Kerr effect, their time 

derivative is negligible compared to the plasma contribution, so that almost no redshift component 

is present in the spectra we observe. Therefore, we assume that only the spectral blueshift due to 

the plasma contributes to all additional phases. Set the pulse peak at the time coordinate origin, 

the SPM induced total phase slippage of the fundamental wave with pulse width 𝜏𝜏0  can be 

calculated as follows: 

Δ𝜑𝜑SPM = ∫ 𝜔𝜔SPM(𝜉𝜉)𝑑𝑑𝜉𝜉+𝜏𝜏0/2
−𝜏𝜏0/2 ≅ 𝑒𝑒2𝑧𝑧

2𝑛𝑛02𝜀𝜀0𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔0
∫ d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝜉𝜉)+𝜏𝜏0/2
−𝜏𝜏0/2 . (3.9) 

In the same way, for a second harmonic wave with a pulse width of 𝜏𝜏0′ , we have: 

Δ𝜑𝜑XPM = ∫ 𝜔𝜔XPM(𝜉𝜉)𝑑𝑑𝜉𝜉+𝜏𝜏0′ /2
−𝜏𝜏0′ /2 ≅ 𝑒𝑒2𝑧𝑧

4𝑛𝑛02𝜀𝜀0𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝜔𝜔0
∫ d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝜉𝜉)+𝜏𝜏0′ /2
−𝜏𝜏0′ /2 . (3.10) 

As can be seen from Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) based on the plane wave assumption, the phase 

shift due to the filament is only related to the integration of d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝜉𝜉) with time. We assume that 

the two-color pulses have the same pulse width and little deviate in the axial propagation distance, 

the total phase shift Δ𝜑𝜑SPM for fundamental wave through the laser filament can be then 
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considered proportional to its frequency shift Δ𝜔𝜔SPM , i.e. Δ𝜑𝜑SPM ∝ Δ𝜔𝜔SPM , and similarly 

Δ𝜑𝜑XPM ∝ Δ2𝜔𝜔XPM . Based on these approximations, the additional relative phase Δ𝜃𝜃f of the two-

color laser caused by SPM and XPM can be written as follows 

Δ𝜃𝜃f ∝ Δ𝜔𝜔SPM − Δ2𝜔𝜔XPM.    (3.11) 

However, it is important to note that in practice, inhomogeneous intensity distributions near 

the focal point may lead to invalidation of the plane wave assumption. A more general approach 

is to further resolve the spatial distribution of the laser pulse as a three-dimensional function by 

converting the effect of the lens into a transversely equivalent refractive index and combining it 

with plasma self-scattering focus. That is, the transverse Laplace operator in Eq. (2.8) needs to be 

solved. However, a full theoretical consideration of the dispersion inside the filament requires 

extensive numerical simulations of the propagation process to obtain each ionization event with 

spatially distributed laser intensity. Limiting the capabilities of this dissertation, we simply model 

the filament as a uniform one-dimensional line source and consider the phase modulation in the 

propagation direction only. 

3.4 NONLINEAR FITTING FUNCTION 

To extract the additional phase slippage associated with the incident light, we investigate the 

relationship between the input IR pulse energy Iω, BBO to focal distance d by fitting the measured 

THz pulse energy evolution ITHz nonlinearly. We use the standard Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm with a tolerance of 10−6. The oscillatory power function used for the fit is 

𝐼𝐼THz = 𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔3

𝑑𝑑
[𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽sin2(𝛾𝛾𝑑𝑑 − 𝛿𝛿𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 + 𝜑𝜑0)].   (3.12) 

The best fit is shown as a curved surface in Fig. 3.8 with a coefficient of determination R2 = 

0.9945, and the fitted parameters are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 3.1 Fitting parameters of Eq. (3.12) based on the experimental results in Fig. 3.5 (SI units) 
 

α β γ (fixed) δ φ0 

5.862×10-6 5.069×10-6 0.1211 3.104×10-4 1.413 
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Figure 3.8 THz radiation evolution (solid dots) by changing the incident IR pulse energy and 
BBO-to-focus distance and the nonlinear curve fitting results (curved surface) according to Eq. 
(3.12) 
 

The oscillation-related term in Eq. (3.12) is our primary concern. Note that this oscillation 

term is described by sin2 𝜃𝜃 rather than the sinusoidal-dependent mentioned in Section 2.6.3, since 

we measure the THz pulse energy 𝐼𝐼THz instead of the electric field amplitude 𝐸𝐸THz. The γd term 

denotes the air dispersion calculated using Eq. (3.1). The constant term φ0 represents a series of 

additional relative phases during the propagation of ω and 2ω waves that are independent of Iω 

and d, which may be caused by BBO birefringence mentioned in Section 2.6.4 or Gouy phase 

shift [20].  

 
Figure 3.9 Intensity-dependent nonlinearity induced two-color relative phase evolution. 
Additional relative phase shift Δθf calculated from Eq. (3.11) (square) and linear fitting δIω from 
Eq. (3.12) (solid line) as a function of the incident pulse energy. 

 

The linear relative phase δIω, which depends on Iω, seems to be caused by the plasma 

dispersion. Filament introduced phase slippage obtained by subtracting the frequencies at the 1/e 
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peak of the spectrum before and after focusing shown in Fig. 3.7, calculated by Eq. (3.11), are 

represented as squares in Fig. 3.9, and they are fitted by the linear correlation term δIω as shown 

by the solid line. The good agreement between the measured data and fitted term supports that 

the intensity-dependent laser-induced filament affects the relative phase of the two-color laser 

field. 

In addition, the non-zero minimum value in the oscillation curve is also a point worth noting. 

According to Section 2.6.3, the minimum value of the THz yield regulated by the sinusoidal 

function should be zero, corresponding to the case of no net current generation in Fig 2.8. 

According to Section 2.6.4, the polarization of the 2ω pulse generated from the BBO crystal is 

not parallel but at an angle θ to the incident ω pulse. Only the projected component of the ω field 

along the 2ω polarization contributes to the generation of THz. In this case, the generated THz 

pulse does not necessarily follow a polarization of ω or 2ω, but is usually elliptical [21]. In 

particular, the ellipticity is attributed to the laser phase and polarization modulation caused by the 

plasma. As the plasma length increases, the THz polarization evolves from linear to elliptical. If 

we consider a series of ionization events on the laser filament as a line THz source, the varying 

phase between the ω and 2ω fields on the line source also leads to a polarization change in the 

far-field radiation, as shown in Fig. 3.10. In other words, the XPM leads to a change in the 

polarization of the 2ω field, thus changing the emitted THz to elliptical polarization. 

 
Figure 3.10 Schematic of two-color (ω and 2ω) laser pulse propagation and THz polarization 
rotation. The THz far-field is constructed from successive time-delayed THz waves emitted with 
varying polarization. (Reprinted from [21])  

 

Then Eq. (3.12) can be considered as a superposition of two orthogonal polarization 

components, which can be rewritten as follows: 

𝐼𝐼THz = 𝜕𝜕𝜔𝜔3

𝑑𝑑
[𝛼𝛼cos2(𝛾𝛾𝑑𝑑 − 𝛿𝛿𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 + 𝜑𝜑0) + (𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽)sin2(𝛾𝛾𝑑𝑑 − 𝛿𝛿𝐼𝐼𝜔𝜔 + 𝜑𝜑0)].     (3.13) 

The sine and cosine functions in Eq. (3.13) represent the two orthogonal polarization components, 

respectively. To confirm this, we added a wire grid polarizer in front of the pyroelectric detector 
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shown in Fig. 3.3 to measure the energy of THz pulses with different polarization directions at 

the corresponding peak positions. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 3.11. The two 

polarization intensity extremes agree with parameters described in Eq. (3.13), further verifying 

the accuracy of the fitting results. 

 
Figure 3.11 Dependence of THz intensity on polarization angle and input IR power. 

 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we focus on the results noted in some previous studies that are inconsistent 

with the PC model scaling law, and speculate that it may be related to the nonlinear effects 

introduced by the intensity. According to the theoretical derivation, the nonlinear effects mainly 

originate from the photoionization of the plasma releasing free electrons. The two-color pulses 

propagating through the filament also cause spectral broadening due to the same modulation effect. 

This can be considered as a means to confirm our speculation. 

By measuring the THz pulse energy evolution modulated by IR pump intensity and BBO-

to-focus distance, we observe the optimal yield position shift with the IR intensity. An oscillatory 

exponential function is proposed to fit the observed THz pulse energy evolution, where there is a 

term that causes the relative phase of the THz modulation to be proportional to the incident pump 

pulse energy. Our speculation is supported by measuring the phase difference extracted from the 

two-color filament spectra of SPM and XPM, which are in good agreement with the linear term. 

and THz polarization quadrature component ratios also confirm the validity of the curve fit. 

Although the phase modulation at short focal lengths is not as pronounced as for long laser 

filaments, the observed nonlinear effects introduced by the high-intensity optical field are still not 
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negligible, which provides further insight into the formation and evolution mechanisms of the 

THz emission process. However, our result cannot explain the scalar law of THz energy versus 

incident infrared energy, i.e., the cubic term in the fitting function, which requires accurate spatio-

temporal modeling of the filament within this particular experimental parameter range. This study 

will be useful to those studying the principles of THz generation mechanism of laser filaments 

and will also help to construct strong broadband THz sources and systems for further application 

experiments. 
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Chapter 4. SELF-PHASE MODULATION EFFECT ON THZ 

WAVEFORM MODULATION 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The development of ultrafast lasers and new semiconductor technologies has ushered in a 

new epoch of THz science and technology development. Since the invention of the first THz 

photoconductive antenna by Auston et al. an effective method for coherent THz generation and 

detection has matured and is now widely known as THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-

TDS) [1]. This highly integrated system is based on a THz emitter, a THz detector, and an optical 

system arrangement for free-space coupling to the sample. In detail, the generation and detection 

of THz are accomplished by different methods related to several physical mechanisms mentioned 

in Chapter 1, and a parabolic mirror or a spherical silicon lens is used to guide the THz beam. 

Because direct electrical detectors and circuits typically have rise and fall times in the picosecond 

to nanosecond range, there is no effective means of temporal resolution for short THz pulses in 

the picosecond or even femtosecond range. The method to achieve sub-picosecond resolution is 

to use an optical technique in which ultrashort NIR light pulses (typically shorter than 100 fs) are 

split along two paths to generate a THz field that is time-dependent on the detection time. Note 

that THz-TDS generally uses a coherent measurement method to obtain the transient electric field 

of the THz time-domain signal rather than its intensity. Analyzing the amplitude and phase 

changes in the projected or reflected THz signal using a wave propagation analysis model 

provides direct access to the optical properties of the material under test, which is attractive to 

researchers in a wide range of fundamental disciplines.  

Nowadays, THz-TDS systems have moved from just staying in the laboratories to 

commercial systems shared with wider society with rapidly improving performance. The advent 

of gaseous-media-based THz photonics offers the opportunity to efficiently convert the full 

bandwidth of ultrashort laser pulses into THz signals. The availability of such desktop two-color 

laser filament-based THz-TDS systems with extremely wide spectral bandwidths is tremendous, 

as it allows for a significantly extended frequency range, thus providing indispensable direct 

information about material properties and nonlinear effects in this new frequency range. Despite 

this, we note that the complex nonlinear dynamics between free-electrons and two-color laser 

fields during propagation in the filament have been significant influenced by the laser intensity 

and then modulate and the emitted THz temporal waveform characteristics. However, there are 

only a very limited number of reports for such phenomena. High-intensity pulses give rise to 
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many of the nonlinear phenomena on the radiation itself, which associated nonlinear index of 

refraction over the temporally varying intensity profile I(t). By varying the input IR pulse energy, 

the intensity causes an additional relative phase between the two-color pulses that cannot be 

ignored. With this in mind, it is necessary to understand the key role that nonlinearity plays in the 

THz emission mechanism from the laser filament. 

In this chapter, we present the shaping of THz pulses emitted from bipolar laser filaments 

with different pump energies studied experimentally. Using a low-dispersion detection method, 

we find that the positive and negative peaks of the bipolar THz waveform increase and decrease 

with increasing excitation light power, respectively, and the smooth peak in the tail gradually 

disappears. We analyzed this phenomenon in detail based on the modified PC model and 

concluded that it was caused by a relatively rapid phase transition inside the filament. These 

results provide a unique possibility to directly understand the two-color field propagation 

dynamics and the THz wave generation mechanism during the interaction between the 

femtosecond laser and the air plasma. 

4.2 EXPERIMENT: INTENSITY INDUCED PULSE SHAPING 

The experimental setup is a home-built all gaseous-medium-based THz generation-detection 

system, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Horizontally polarized pulse of ~100 fs duration is generated from 

the same regenerative amplifier described in section 3.3 at a central wavelength of 800 nm with 

a 1 kHz repetition rate, and split into a pump beam and a detector beam by a beam splitter (BS) 

to generate and detect THz pulses. The pump pulse energy is first attenuated by a circular variable 

neutral density filter (NDF) and then focused by an off-axis paraboloidal mirror (PM1) with a 

reflected focal length of 152.4 mm. A 0.1 mm thick type I barium β-borate (BBO) crystal is fixed 

perpendicular to the incident light between the focal point and PM1 to generate the 2ω pulse. The 

co-propagating two-color pulses form a filament at the focal point. THz pulses from the filament 

are collected and collimated by a series of off-axis parabolic mirrors (PM2 ~ PM5) after the pump 

laser pulses are removed with a 0.35 mm thick high resistance silicon (HRS) filter. The detection 

beam is attenuated to ~40 μJ by another NDF and passed through a delay line for air-biased 

coherent detection (ABCD) device introduced in Section 2.7. We use a commercially available 

ABCD detector (ZAP-APD, Daheng New Epoch Technologies, Inc.) for THz pulse sampling. 

The entire optical path is purged with dry nitrogen gas to minimize the effect of water vapor. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of all gaseous-medium-based THz spectroscopy system. BS, beam splitter; 
NDF, circular variable neutral density filter; PM1 ~ PM5, off-axis parabolic mirrors with reflected 
focal length of 152.4 mm (PM1, PM3, PM4), 50.8mm (PM2) and 101.6 mm (PM5); BBO, 0.1 
mm-thick type-I β-barium borate; HRS, 0.35 mm-thick high-resistance silicon filter; L, plano-
convex lens with focal length f = 100 mm; IRF, infrared filter; PMT, photomultiplier tube. 
 

 
Figure 4.2 (a) THz electric fields recorded through ABCD method for different repetition rates 
together with different IR pump energy. (b) corresponding quasi-DC temporal distribution obtained by 
integrating THz waveforms. 
 

By adjusting the IR pumping pulse energy from 1.75 mJ to 2.75 mJ, we obtain the time-

domain THz electric field as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). These pulses have typical bipolar waveforms 

with two sharp peaks followed by a relatively slowly varying peak. In the following, the 

magnitudes of these peaks are referred to as 𝐸𝐸p+, 𝐸𝐸p−, and 𝐸𝐸ps, respectively. It can be seen that 
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there is no significant change in the temporal width of these positive and negative peaks, nor a 

temporal shift. But the amplitude ratio 𝐸𝐸p+/𝐸𝐸p− increases with the incident power. In addition, 

when the positive and negative peaks are nearly equal in size, the slowly varying peak 𝐸𝐸ps almost 

disappears. 

4.3 RECONSIDERATION OF THE PC MODEL 

Before discussing why IR pump intensity variations cause shaping of the outgoing THz 

waveform, we first concentrate on two fundamental questions: why the emitted THz pulse width 

is much wider than the pump pulse; why the THz waveform is bipolar? These two issues are 

raised because they arise from experimental observations that are inconsistent with the predictions 

of the PC model.  

The first problem arises from the unique nature of the ABCD method. Since the ABCD 

method is based on the gaseous medium, there is less absorption of phonon vibration modes and 

dispersion caused by solid media, thus enabling ultra-wide spectrum measurements. According 

to the model predictions in Section 2.5, an asymmetric current surge occurs on the time scale of 

photoionization (for 50 fs pump pulse durations typically <20 fs), and the process can radiate 

ultra-broadband electromagnetic radiation over 50 THz [3]. However, neither our observations, 

nor previous studies based on the ABCD method [4–6], show that these detected THz spectral 

ranges are as broad as predicted by the PC model. Even with 32 fs IR pulsed pumping, only a 

bandwidth of about 35 THz can be obtained [7]. In our opinion, the model restricts the THz 

generation process to one pulse period and ignores the complex space-time dynamics of the laser 

propagation process in the filament. During the focusing process, the density of free electrons 

near the focal point also varies with the peak intensity, forming a spindle-shaped plasma filament. 

For a focal length of 150 mm, the laser filament can be extended to several millimeters long (see 

Fig. 3.4), corresponding to a travel distance of more than 100 pulse widths. With such a large 

difference in spatial and temporal scales, it is difficult to recognize that THz emission corresponds 

to transient photocurrents excited only by a single optical pulse cycle at a certain position. It has 

been suggested by several studies that THz radiation can be coherently superimposed as a set of 

localized emitters corresponding to the plasma density distribution along the macroscopically 

observed cumulative ionization trajectories [8–10]. The net current formation during the two-

color pulse filamentation and propagation is then likely to be the result of successive ionization 

events generated over multiple pulse periods. The time derivatives of these long-period current 

surges correspond to the actual observed THz waveforms. Based on this, the transverse current 

generated by 𝑡𝑡 + d𝑡𝑡 can be rewritten as 
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d𝐽𝐽⊥(𝑡𝑡) = −𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣d(𝑡𝑡)𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡).    (4.1) 

Here, both the photoionized free electron density 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) and the average drift velocity 𝑣𝑣d(𝑡𝑡) 

obtained by the electrons are the results in one pulse period 𝑇𝑇, denoted as 

𝑣𝑣d(𝑡𝑡) = − 𝑒𝑒
𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒
∫ d𝐸𝐸L(𝑡𝑡)𝑇𝑇
0  ,    (4.2) 

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) = ∫ 𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑤𝑤(𝑡𝑡)𝑇𝑇
0 d𝑡𝑡.      (4.3) 

Although every ionization event along the filament contributes to THz radiation, for a 

waveform with single-period oscillations, the only part observed is that emitted where 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) or 

laser intensity changes sharply [11]. In other words, the transverse current generated when the 

two-color pulse passes through the geometric focal point contributes to the THz waveform 

formation. 

The second question similarly challenges the validity of the PC model under macro 

conditions. According to the description of Eq. (2.6), the THz field is proportional to the 

derivative of the quasi-DC density, which corresponds to the instantaneous quasi-DC intensity 

variation. Given that, the corresponding time-varying quasi-DC can be obtained by integrating 

the THz waveform in the time domain, as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). We note that these temporal 

currents show a Gaussian-like distribution, and the current distribution in Fig. 2.8(a) is an error 

function. In this case, the THz electric field corresponding to its differential function should be a 

Gaussian function, not a bipolar waveform. This also involves the scaling law controlled by the 

relative phase of the two-color field. If this phase difference 𝜃𝜃 is constant as the two-color field 

propagates through the filament, 𝐽𝐽⊥(𝑡𝑡) should increase monotonously as 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) grows and the 

mixed field imposes −𝑦𝑦 acceleration to the ionized free electrons when 𝜃𝜃 = 𝜋𝜋/2. However, the 

corresponding time-varying quasi-DC shown in Fig. 4.2(b) implies a weakening or even a 

negative enhancement. Considering that the photoionization reduction only leads to a slowdown 

of the quasi-DC variation, the negative peak should be caused by the −𝑦𝑦 acceleration on free 

electrons, which suggests a π phase slippage between ω and 2ω caused by the SPM and XPM. 

This phase shift occurs at least in the time range of the positive and negative peaks, which is about 

200 fs. The time scale of this process is relatively short and is unlikely to be a long period variation 

of the Gouy phase shift or air dispersion. The recent study by Wu et al. provides an important 

basis for revealing this process. The pre-ionized plasma formed by the high-intensity laser causes 

a rapid π-shift in the two-color phase difference, resulting in a THz waveform inversion [12,13]. 

Then the process is similar to the previous chapter described phase slippage due to the refractive 

index of high-density free electrons, defined as 

d𝜑𝜑(𝑧𝑧) = (2𝜔𝜔/𝑐𝑐)(𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝,2𝜔𝜔 − 𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝,𝜔𝜔)𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧,    (4.4) 
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where 𝑛𝑛p,𝜔𝜔 = 1 −𝜔𝜔p2(𝑧𝑧) 2𝜔𝜔2⁄  and 𝑛𝑛p,2𝜔𝜔 = 1 −𝜔𝜔p2(𝑧𝑧) 8𝜔𝜔2⁄  are the plasma refractive indices of 

𝜔𝜔 and 2𝜔𝜔. With 𝜔𝜔p2 ∝ 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒, we have d𝜑𝜑(𝑧𝑧) ∝ 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑧𝑧). For the filaments with a several millimeters 

length should not cause significant differences in group velocity (see details in Appendix), 

d𝜑𝜑(𝑧𝑧) ∝ 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑧𝑧) can thus be transformed into d𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡) ∝ 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) by recognizing that 𝑧𝑧 = 𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡. The 

temporal phase slip along the entire laser filament is noted as 

𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜃𝜃0 + Δ𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡),           (4.5) 

where 𝜃𝜃0  is the initial relative phase and Δ𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡) = −∫ 𝑑𝑑𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡0

∝ −∫ 𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡0

 is the time-

varying additional relative phase induced by free electrons. According to our modified 

macroscopic PC model, the THz field is re-expressed as the derivative of the long-period time-

varying current in the filament 

𝐸𝐸THz ∝ d𝐽𝐽⊥(𝑡𝑡) d𝑡𝑡⁄ = −𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)/d𝑡𝑡.      (4.6) 

4.4 THZ WAVEFORM MODULATED BY ADDITIONAL PHASE SLIPPAGE 

According to Eq. (4.2), (4.3), and (4.6), if we obtain the temporal intensity distribution 

𝐼𝐼pump(𝑡𝑡) of the two-color pulses near the focal point, we can estimate the free electron density 

distribution 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡) and its average drift velocity 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) correspondingly. However, the complete 

extraction of the spatio-temporally varying 𝐼𝐼pump(𝑡𝑡) is quite difficult, since a full theoretical 

consideration of the filament internal dispersion requires extremely laborious numerical 

simulations of the propagation process. Taking this into account we consider 𝐼𝐼pump(𝑡𝑡) at the focal 

point as a temporal normal distribution comparable to the width of the detected THz pulse. Hence, 

the waveform modulation due to phase change can be effectively described by a simpler 

approximation. We define 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑣𝑣max�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡� ∙ sin [𝜃𝜃0  +  Δ𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡)], where 𝑣𝑣max�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡� is 

the maximum speed that the electron obtains when the phase is optimally matched at time t. 

Consequently both 𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡� and 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡) can be approximated as normally distributions 

over time, and Δ𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡) is then the cumulative distribution function that varies with −∫ d𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝑡𝑡)𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡0

 

from π to −π. Here, the total phase slip is not π but 2π by considering the current distribution also 

has some negative values before the peak shown in Fig. 4.2(b). With the opinion of that the 

experiment of Wu et al. where the two-color pulses were passed through the side of a pre-ionized 

filament, corresponding only to the ionization event at the focal point. In contrast, the case of 

SPM and XPM propagates throughout the whole filament, where each ionization event 

contributes to the additional refractive index, so we considered a larger range of phase modulation. 

The functions we use for calculation is expressed as follows 
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𝑣𝑣max�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡� ∝ exp (−𝑡𝑡2),               (4.7) 

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡� ∝ exp(−𝑡𝑡2),          (4.8) 

𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜃𝜃0 + 𝛥𝛥𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜃𝜃0 − 𝜋𝜋 erf(𝑡𝑡) = 𝜃𝜃0 − √𝜋𝜋 ∫ exp (−𝑡𝑡′2)𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡′𝑡𝑡
−∞ ,  (4.9) 

𝐸𝐸THz = sin [𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡)] ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒(𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝑣𝑣max�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡�.            (4.10) 

Setting the initial phase 𝜃𝜃0 from −0.5 to +0.5, the THz electric field calculated by Eqs. (4.7) to 

(4.10) is shown in Fig. 4.3. These waveforms exhibit the characteristic that the positive peak 

decreases with the initial phase, while the negative peak increases. And when the initial phase is 

0, it shows a symmetrical bipolar waveform (see Fig. 4.3(f)). In other words, the ratio of +𝑦𝑦 and 

−𝑦𝑦 acceleration for phase control also determines the ratio of 𝐸𝐸p+/𝐸𝐸p− in the THz waveform. If 

sin𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) has negative at the peak of the normal distribution (Fig. 4.3(g) ~ (k)), it shows a negative 

peak in the THz waveform, and vice versa (Fig. 4.3(a) ~ (e)). Therefore, for our experimental 

conditions, the intensity-dependent initial phase 𝜃𝜃0(𝐼𝐼pump) causes THz waveform shaping. We 

extracted the experimental amplitude ratio 𝐸𝐸p+/𝐸𝐸p− for each waveform in Fig. 4.2(a), indicated 

in the black squares in Fig. 4.4. According to the experimental results in Section 3.4, the intensity-

dependent phase 𝜃𝜃0(𝐼𝐼pump)  varies linearly. On this assumption, the calculated continuous 

amplitude ratio variation trend is shown in the red solid line and agrees well with the experimental 

observations. 
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Figure 4.3 Calculated THz time-domain electric fields (black solid line, left ordinate axis) by Eq. 
(4.10) with initial phases of θ0 = − 0.5 ~ 0.5 (a)~(k). The corresponding time-varying phase change 
θ(t) is obtained by Eq. (4.9) (red line, right ordinate axis). The product of normal temporal 
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distributed maximum electron velocity 𝑣𝑣max�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡�  and the electron density 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒�𝐼𝐼pump, 𝑡𝑡� 
obtained by Eq.(4.7) and (4.8) respectively (black dots, left ordinate axis). 
 

 
Figure 4.4 Magnitude ratio of the positive peak 𝐸𝐸p+ to the negative peak 𝐸𝐸p− varies incident IR 
energy Ipump (black squares, left and down ordinate axis) and calculated results versus linear initial 
phase θ0 (red line, right and up ordinate axis). 

 

4.5 ORIGIN OF ADDITIONAL PHASES AND SMOOTHING PEAKS 

Although we have made it clear in Chapter 3 that the phase slip of the two-color field inside 

the filament comes from the contribution of the plasma refractive index. However, the π-integer 

times’ phase slip near the focal point will only result in the inversion of the THz waveform and 

will not affect the amplitude. A question then naturally arises: where does this intensity-dependent 

phase slip originate?  

THz beam pattern is affected by the plasma geometry or spatial distribution of free electron 

density. However, the THz spot change necessarily causes an additional optical path length, 

resulting in a peak time shift. In Fig. 4.2(a), no significant shift in the peak position of the 

waveform occurs, indicating that the THz directional map is not changed. We used an uncooled 

microbolometer-based THz imager (NEC IRV-T0832) to record the THz beam pattern as shown 

in Fig. 4.5 (a) at the ~10 mm in front of the focal plane of PM2. The images consist of 360 × 240 

pixels and each pixel size is 23.5 μm. The spatial distribution is almost unchanged as shown in 

Fig. 4.5 (b) and (c). Therefore, the change in the temporal profile affected by THz radiation pattern 

is negligible in our experimental implementation.  
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Figure 4.5 (a) Image of a THz radiation pattern captured at ~10 mm in front of the focal plane of 
PM2 by a THz camera (microbolometer detector array); Corresponding midline profile with 
different pump energy at y = 160 (b) and x = 120 (c). 

 

For weakly ionized gas media, the collisional absorption and electron cyclotron resonance 

may cause plasma absorption [14], which seems to be a possible reason. However, these 

absorptions usually occur on the scale of several centimeters and are more pronounced in the 

lower frequency bands below the plasma frequency [15]. Under our experimental conditions, the 
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negligible plasma absorption due to the propagation distance of several millimeters at atmospheric 

pressure is not of main relevance for our results. Also, we did not observe significant spectral 

changes in the low frequency.  

 

 
Figure 4.6 Simulated dependencies of (a) laser peak intensity and (b) plasma density on the 
propagation distance z with focal length f = 7cm. (c) The longitudinal section of the plasma 
channel. Solid black indicates the FWHM level of laser beam fluence in the linear propagation 
case and dashed black line—in line simulations (reprinted from [16]). 

 

Recent simulation results provide a unique perspective that seems to reasonably explain the 

origin of 𝜃𝜃0. To estimate the variation of intensity and plasma density with shortening of the focus 

length, Mokrousova et al. used the unidirectional pulse propagation equation (UPPE) to simulate 

the pulse propagation at a positive lens focal length of 7 cm pieces [16]. The simulation results 

show that the length of the filament with an intensity above 100 TW/cm2 lasts about 1 mm (see 

Fig. 4.6(a)). And those parts where the intensity changes drastically (6.99 ~ 7.02 cm), by 

converting to the time domain which is close to our measured THz pulse width (~1 ps). However, 

the electron density does not increase sharply like intensity, but forms a relatively smooth 

distribution in front of the focal point. However, the electron density does not increase as sharply 
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as intensity, but forms a relatively smooth distribution in front of the focus (see Fig. 4.6(b)). We 

inclined to the view that the phase-modulated by the 𝐼𝐼pump  is likely to originate with those 

electron densities in front of the focus. The more drastic changes in 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒  near the focus are 

responsible for the large and fast phase slip. After the geometrical focus, both intensity and 

𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒  rapidly decrease down to almost zero due to both the divergence and nonlinear defocusing in 

the filament. It is worth noting that the magnitude and linearity of the phase slip we calculated are 

also close to the experimental results in Chapter 3. This suggests that these phenomena are likely 

to all originate from the same reason. 

However, it also raises a new problem for the explanation of 𝐸𝐸ps at the tail. Our calculation 

results do not show an obvious protrusion after the negative peak as observed in the experiment. 

Considering that the femtosecond laser pulse duration used in practice is much longer than the 

mean free time of the ionized electrons, quasi-DC attenuation due to collisions of the free 

electrons with surrounding molecules or ions are typically ignored. We mentioned the absorption 

effect due to free-electron collisions in Section 2.3. Although we neglect these absorptions under 

the effect of a strong electric field, the momentum transfer collisional effects are the main cause 

of current attenuation. Once the electric field disappears, no ionization events can significantly 

affect the current distribution anymore, so the electrons keep their velocity to form a non-

vanishing current. The mean free time of a free electron is given by the formula [17] 

(Δ𝑡𝑡)mean = 1 𝜎𝜎𝑁𝑁𝑔𝑔𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒⁄  .    (4.11) 

For the laser intensity of ~1013 W/cm2, nonrelativistic velocity is thus ve ~ 4.5 × 107 cm/s. 

With neutral gas density Ng ~ 2.68 × 1019 cm−3 and the electron-neutral collision cross-section σ 

~ 10−15 cm2, we obtain (Δ𝑡𝑡)mean ~ 300 fs. The measured duration of 𝐸𝐸ps shown in Fig. 4.4(a) is 

slightly longer than the calculated (Δ𝑡𝑡)mean, and they decrease with increasing 𝐼𝐼pump. It can be 

considered as a decline in the residual current due to an additional phase, that is, a decreasing ve 

of electrons. 

4.6 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we show that the THz waveform emitted by a two-color laser field from a 

gas filament is intrinsically linked to the input infrared energy, and speculate that it may be related 

to the nonlinear effects introduced by the intensity. However, the microscopic PC theoretical 

model does not match the experimental observations either in terms of THz pulse width or 

waveform. Based on the coherent superposition of the THz emission originating from the 

equivalent line source on the filament, we attribute the THz waveform formation to a long period 

quasi-DC surge by adding multiple photoionization events rather than limiting them within a pulse 
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duration. And according to recent studies, the drastic change in plasma density at the center of the 

focus leads to a π-phase shift between the two-color fields, resulting in a bipolar THz waveform.  

By assuming that the intensity of the optical field at the focal point is temporal-Gaussian 

distributed, we calculate that the initial phase before the fast phase slip modulates the output THz 

waveform. Although such a simple model does not involve higher-order nonlinearity, optical 

pulse distortion, qualitative dynamics, or THz absorption, it can explain the phase-dependent 

waveform shaping well and is consistent with experimental results. This phenomenon is attributed 

to the fact that as the pumping energy increases, the surrounding low-density electrons gradually 

affect the initial phase, resulting in waveform shaping. And the slowly changing peak in the tail 

is caused by the residual current decay. We hope that this study will help those working with 

broadband THz sources and systems to better understand the generation mechanisms and provide 

a way to control THz waveforms. 
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Chapter 5. OPTICAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CYCLIC 

OLEFIN POLYMERS BY USING A TWO-

COLOR LASER FILAMENT SOURCE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although the most advanced emerging THz technologies, including spectroscopy devices 

and imaging systems, have been developed significantly, such applications remain challenging 

because THz waves are strongly attenuated by the presence of water (H2O) in the atmosphere. 

For the next-generation mobile communication technology that has begun to advance globally, 

THz waves will undoubtedly be the waveband of choice for the development of "6G" to push the 

limit of transmission bandwidth even higher. However, when preparing THz waveguide chips, 

the use of conventional methods is susceptible to signal loss caused by the loss of substrate 

materials. In addition, with the booming research interesting on THz nonlinear effects, applied 

optic components such as lenses, cuvettes, etc. in the THz band also need to have extremely low 

absorption and dispersion at wider bands. 

Hydrocarbon polymer materials are preferred as engineering plastics because of their high 

transparency, thermal stability, chemical resistance, and low moisture absorption. 

Copolymerization of bulky cyclic olefins with simple olefins is a promising approach to obtain 

the corresponding polymeric materials, so-called cyclic olefin copolymers (COCs, see Fig. 5.1(a)), 

with the great advantage of low-cost starting olefin monomers [1]. Conversely, ring-opening 

complex decomposition polymerization (ROMP, see Fig. 5.1(b) and (c)) can be another complex 

approach by applying olefin ring monomers with bulky substituents [2,3]. COC/COP materials 

possess many unique properties: These amorphous endocyclic compounds highly transparent in 

the visible range, lightweight because of their low specific gravity, exhibit good mechanical 

strength, show only a slight deterioration due to moisture, and have a high glass transition 

temperature depending on the chain structure. They are non-polar polymers and therefore have 

low absorption of water vapor and chemical resistance to acids and polar solvents, which makes 

them compatible with common photolithographic etching methods. [4]. A number of recent 

applications based on this material in the THz band have made them notable. Such as broadband 

mesh filters and single-mode flexible fibers [5,6]. The microstrip line waveguide on a COC 

substrate has achieved a low loss of 0.9 dB/mm at 170 GHz [7]. 
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Figure 5.1 General synthesis for cyclo olefin copolymers. (a) Topas type, ring opening polymers 
(ROP). (b) Arton type and cyclo olefin polymers. (c) Zeonex type. (Reprinted from [6]) 

 

This chapter serves as an example of the application of broadband, intense THz sources of 

two-color laser filament. In this chapter, we characterize the dispersion and dielectric properties 

of COPs materials and other amorphous materials by using transmission THz-TDS experiments. 

The comparison among these substrates with theoretical analysis methods should provide insight 

to verify the availability of COC/COP as an option for the THz band. We demonstrated that COPs 

have rarely low dielectric loss and flat dispersion over 4 THz bandwidth, these unique 

characteristics provide an exciting opportunity to meet multiple aspects of THz applications. 

5.2 SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The neat samples were prepared by taking commercially available polymer plates from 

chemical distributors. Fig. 5.2 lists these samples with photos, brand, model, and manufacturer 

information. Except for fused silica, which is 1 mm thick, all other materials are 2 mm thick. Type 

RS420 COP is a white opaque solid material which has been designed for the usage of circuit 

substrates, and type E480 and 480R COP are colorless transparent solids expected for making 

lenses and sample cells.  

The dielectric properties of COPs in the THz region had been investigated systematically by 

using the transmission THz-TDS method at room temperature (∼293K). We used the air-based 

TDS system which is the same setup as described in section 4.2. To eliminate the absorption of 
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vapor, the THz beam pathway was completely purged with dry nitrogen to keep the humidity less 

than 5%. The usable frequency band was from 0.5 to 4 THz, but the valid range tended to decrease 

due to signal attenuation by the samples. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Photograph of the sample to be tested. Material names are shown in bold font; trade 
names and models are shown in normal font; manufacturer is shown in brackets at the end. 
 

5.3 ANALYTICAL METHODS 

The optical characteristic of the samples was analyzed by measuring electric fields of the 

THz pulses with and without the sample in the time-domain. Then the frequency-dependent 

spectrum was obtained by performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the measured time-

domain data. The complex transmittance 𝐻𝐻�(𝜔𝜔)  of the ratio between sample spectrum and 

reference spectrum was used for obtaining the refractive index 𝑛𝑛�(𝜔𝜔) [8]: 

𝐻𝐻�(𝜔𝜔) =  𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔)𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔) = 4𝑛𝑛�(𝜔𝜔)
[1+𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔)]2

exp �−𝑖𝑖𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑 �𝑛𝑛�(𝜔𝜔)−1
𝑐𝑐

��,     (5.1) 

where 𝑑𝑑 is the thickness of the sample, 𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔) and 𝜙𝜙(𝜔𝜔) are the amplitude and phase of 𝐻𝐻�(𝜔𝜔). Eq. 

(5.1) assumes a plane wave entering an isotropic and homogeneous medium with normal 

incidence. The macroscopic optical properties can generally be expressed by the following 

complex index of refraction 

𝑛𝑛�(𝜔𝜔) =  𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔) − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔) ,          (5.2) 
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where 𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔) and 𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔) represent the real part and imaginary part (or extinction coefficient) of the 

complex refractive index 𝑛𝑛�(𝜔𝜔). They describe the dispersion and absorption characteristics of the 

sample, which can be further worked out as follows 

𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔) = 1 + 𝑐𝑐
𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑

 𝜙𝜙(𝜔𝜔),          (5.3) 

𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔) = 𝑐𝑐
𝜔𝜔𝑑𝑑

 ln � 4𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔)
[𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔)+1]2|𝑇𝑇(𝜔𝜔)|�.     (5.4) 

For a non-magnetic material, the permittivity is defined as: 

𝜀𝜀̃(𝜔𝜔) =  𝜀𝜀′(𝜔𝜔)  − 𝑖𝑖𝜀𝜀′′(𝜔𝜔) .           (5.5) 

Then we can calculate the loss tangent related to the dielectric loss caused by the dipole 

polarization and ionic conductance of the dielectric medium. As the frequency increases, the 

dipole motion of the molecules inside the material is affected by the surrounding viscous damping, 

which leads to the delay between the polarization and electric field. The electric field forces the 

dipole to rotate, consuming electrical energy to overcome the internal viscous resistance of the 

dielectric. The conversion of electromagnetic wave energy into thermal energy causes dielectric 

losses. The loss angle tangent of the substrate material is a measure of this loss and is expressed 

as 

tan𝛿𝛿 = 𝜀𝜀′(𝜔𝜔)
𝜀𝜀′′(𝜔𝜔) 

 .               (5.6) 

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The refractive index and extinction coefficient of each sample is shown in Fig.5.3. Although 

these samples are very similar in Fig. 5.2, the optical properties in the THz band are quite different 

from each other. The refractive indices of COC, PC, and AS all increase with frequency, but the 

extinction coefficients of COC are quite smaller in comparison with others. Both PC and AS have 

considerable absorption, and PC even has a characteristic peak at 1.5 THz. The refractive index 

of PMMA decreases with frequency and exhibits anomalous dispersion characteristics. This 

behavior seems to originate from the bosonic peak caused by the vibrational properties of the 

glassy state. The bosonic peak is an intrinsic feature of non-static matter, which is associated with 

a relative excess of vibrational modes [9]. The alternating polarization of molecules inside the 

dielectric and the energy dissipation by lattice collisions also cause absorption. In addition, there 

seems to be significant absorption and dispersion near 0.5 THz and resonance peaks near 3.75 

THz and 4.0 THz. Given that they are not the focus of this chapter, we did not analyze them in 

more depth. The refractive indices of fused silica and COPs are almost constant throughout the 

tested frequency band. This property is important for the application of THz lenses and cuvettes. 
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Especially for lenses, it is important to ensure the relationship between the geometric focus and 

the incident surface. If the dispersion characteristics are too complex in the several THz ranges, 

it will undoubtedly complicate the design for THz optical applications. 

  
Figure 5.3 Refractive index (a) and extinction coefficient of (b) each sample. Dots in (a) are the 
results measured by a PCA-based low-intensity THz source. 
 

Another problem for THz lenses is the nonlinear effect, which can also affect the 

performance of the lens if the refractive index of the material itself changes under high-intensity 
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THz irradiation. As a complementary test, we measured the refractive index of three COP 

materials using a weak THz source emitted from a PCA antenna, and the results were almost 

indistinguishable from those at an air plasma emission source (THz power of about 0.25 mW). 

This assures that COP materials can be used in any situation in THz optics. 

5.5 SUBSTRATE LOSS CHARACTERIZATION FOR THZ TRANSMISSION LINES 

For high-speed communications, the development of THz-band waveguides is very 

important. In addition, it can also be used for another application: an on-chip THz-TDS system. 

This functional systems integrated the photoconductive generation and detection of pulsed THz 

waves with the metal transmission lines formed by lithography and surface metallization [10,11]. 

They have several advantages in comparison with free-space THz-TDS techniques. The small 

size of the spectrometer makes it ideal for studying different samples in a convenient place instead 

of transporting them to the laboratory. Compared with the traditional free space setting of the 

THz-TDS system, the design of the spectrometer concentrates the THz radiation into a smaller 

volume, which will improve the analytical sensitivity and reduce the absorption by water in the 

atmosphere since electric fields are mostly confined around the transmission line. Low cost 

emphasizes "use and throw away", while making the spectrometer suitable for a wider range of 

users, where doctors in healthcare clinics and hospitals, airport security can afford it 

 

Table 5.1 List of samples and their optical parameters at 1 THz. 
 

Sample Transmittance Refractive 
index 

Real 
permittivity 

Imaginary 
permittivity 

Loss 
tangent 

COP 

480R 94.5% 1.523 2.320 0.0010 4.31×10−4 

E48R 92.2% 1.540 2.372 0.0014 1.08×10−4 

RS420 94.0% 1.519 2.31 0.0025 5.99×10−4 

PMMA 65.5% 1.611 2.593 0.1098 4.24×10−2 

Fused silica 80.6% 1.963 3.853 0.0190 4.94×10−3 

COC 94.3% 1.453 2.116 0.0025 3.78×10−4 

PC 88.0% 1.480 2.189 0.0286 1.31×10−2 

AS 31.0% 1.497 2.239 0.0787 3.51×10−2 

 

To capitalize on the advantages of on-chip THz-TDS, the designs of transmission line make 

a great difference. Especially, as an important component of the transmission line, the dielectric 

substrate has a great influence on the transmission line losses. The losses affected by the substrate 

mainly consist of two parts, one of which is the dielectric loss caused by the dipole polarization 
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and ionic conductance of the substrate material, the other is the radiation loss due to the large 

difference in the dielectric constant between the substrate and the air, with which the 

electromagnetic energy on the transmission line is radiated to the substrate as a shock-wave [12]. 

Table 5.1 summarizes the results for the extracted transmittance, refractive index, dielectric 

constant, and the loss tangent of each sample at 1THz. 

Based on the experimental results, we analyze the different types of losses caused by the 

substrate material which can help to optimize the transmission line structure including its substrate 

and dimensions. We consider the dielectric loss caused by polarization relaxation first. For the 

example of coplanar waveguide (CPW), a THz wave is transmitted through a dielectric material, 

the intrinsic dipole moment is forced to vibrate and part of the electromagnetic wave energy is 

consumed in the form of heat. The dielectric loss can be expressed as [13] 

𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑 = 27.3𝜀𝜀′(𝜔𝜔)∙�𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒−1� tan𝛿𝛿

�𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [𝜀𝜀′(𝜔𝜔)−1]
∙ 𝜔𝜔
2𝜋𝜋

 ,     (5.7) 

where 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the effective dielectric constant of CPW: 

𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜀𝜀′(𝜔𝜔)+1
2

∙ 𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘′)
𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘)

𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘1)
𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘1′ )

.      (5.8) 

The parameters are as follows: 𝑘𝑘 = 𝑠𝑠/(𝑠𝑠 + 2𝑊𝑊), 𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘) is the complete elliptic integral of the first 

kind, and 𝑘𝑘′ = √1 + 𝑘𝑘2; 𝑘𝑘1 = sinh (𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
4ℎ

) sinh [𝜋𝜋(𝜋𝜋+2𝑊𝑊)
4ℎ

]�  ; 𝑊𝑊,𝑠𝑠 and ℎ are geometric parameters 

related to the waveguide structure as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram of coplanar waveguide structure and parameters. 
 

Another attenuation affected by the substrate is the radiation loss caused by the permittivity 

mismatch between the substrate and air. When the group velocity of THz radiation is larger than 

the phase velocity, ultra-short electric pulse propagated in the semi-infinite dielectric substrate of 

the metal transmission line will produce the reverse-cone Cherenkov electromagnetic shock wave, 

which causes the dissipation of the THz pulse energy [12]. The radiative losses are dominant for 

frequencies over 200 GHz with a cubic frequency 𝑓𝑓3  dependence under quasi-static 

approximations [17]. The radiation loss formulas of CPW are expressed by [14]: 
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α𝑟𝑟,CPW = �𝜋𝜋
5
�
2

2 ��1 − 𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒)
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟

�
2

�𝜀𝜀𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒)
𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟

� � (𝜋𝜋+2𝑊𝑊)2𝜀𝜀𝑟𝑟
3/2

𝑐𝑐3𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘′)𝐾𝐾(𝑘𝑘)
𝑓𝑓3.     (5.9) 

We take COPs, PMMA and fused silica as examples with relatively smooth dispersion 

properties in the THz band. The dielectric parameters of each material are substituted into Eq. 

(5.7) and (5.9) to obtain their dielectric and radiation losses, as shown in Fig. 5.5. The COP 

material has lower losses than the other materials when used as a substrate for CPW. 

 

Figure 5.5 (a) Dielectric loss (b) and radiation loss (CPW) of each material 

 
Figure 5.4 S21 parameters obtained from finite element simulation of CPW deposited on each 
material 
 

 

To understand in detail the transmission characteristics of THz transmission lines when using 

individual materials as substrates, we solve for the fields and propagation modes within the 

transmission line structure based on the finite element method. The loss of the transmission line 

system is illustrated by the forward transmission parameter S21. S21 is the logarithmic ratio of 

output to input power measured in decibels (dB), where 0 dB indicates lossless transmission and 
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−dB values indicate signal loss during transmission. The result S21 parameters are shown in Fig. 

5.4 that associated radiation loss increases with increasing frequency. Among them, COP 

substrate has the lowest loss. In addition, the fused silica substrate has some loss characteristics 

above 1.2 THz, which is caused by the mode dispersion of the propagating THz wave. 

5.6 CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents an example of the application of a two-color laser filament THz source. 

In this chapter, the optical and complex dielectric properties of the COPs and other common 

dielectric substrate materials are extracted by using the transmission THz-TDS system, and the 

scattering parameter of coplanar waveguide deposited on these materials was simulated by finite 

element method. A comparison between the results from the characterization of these samples 

with experiment and simulation should provide insight into the suitability of the potential THz 

applications. COP materials stand out with their extraordinary performance as high transparency 

in the THz band, rarely low dielectric loss and relatively flat dispersion over a 4 THz bandwidth. 

The stability of its optical properties under different intensities of THz irradiation also proves that 

COP can be fully utilized in a wider range of applications, such as THz lenses, THz cuvettes, etc. 

In addition, COPs are considered as an ideal substrate material that can reduce the loss of the 

transmission line because of their high transmittance in the THz band. THz transmission lines are 

an important part of the research and development topic of THz devices. The structural design 

and effective application of low-loss THz transmission lines is also a major problem in the field 

of THz that needs to be solved. This work can provide a meaningful reference for the development 

of related topics. 
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Chapter 6. CONCLUSIONS 

Two-color laser filament can emit intense, well-directed, ultra-wide spectrum THz electric 

pulse and are therefore widely adopted. It offers unlimited possibilities for the study of nonlinear 

interactions of strong THz fields with the matter. However, the filamentation process is 

accompanied by a complex and diverse set of nonlinear optical processes. They play a non-

negligible role in the THz generation mechanism, modulating the THz emission efficiency and 

waveform. This thesis presents a detailed study of the nonlinear phase modulation effect 

introduced by the filament formation process itself. 

First, the widely used scaling law based on the current model cannot be applied under certain 

specific conditions. If the optimal THz emission efficiency is obtained by adjusting parameters 

such as the position azimuth of the BBO crystal at a specific incident power, then its efficiency 

decreases after changing the incident power. This is because self-phase modulation (SPM) and 

cross-phase modulation (XPM) introduced additional phases between the fundamental and second 

harmonic fields (𝜔𝜔 and 2𝜔𝜔), thus interfering with the normal phase-matching conditions. We 

confirm that the BBO position for the best efficiency of THz emission is shifted by studying the 

relationship between air dispersion and input IR intensity. We construct a function of the third 

power of the incident pulse energy and oscillating with relative phase between 𝜔𝜔 and 2𝜔𝜔 to fit 

the experimentally observed output THz intensity evolution. From the oscillation term of this 

function, we extract an additional phase slippage proportional to the energy of the incident pump 

pulse energy. The consistency of the linear fit by measuring the two-color spectral spread 

confirms that the origin of the additional phase is due to SPM and XPM. In addition, the nonzero 

term of the oscillation curve is also verified by the ratio of the polarization components. 

Second, we present the results of the modulation of the THz emission waveform by different 

incident powers. We recorded the THz waveform evolution for the case of input IR pump energy 

modulated from 1.75 ~ 2.75 mJ. THz waveform detection is achieved by the ABCD method, 

which features being unaffected by absorption and dispersion of solid materials. The experimental 

results show that the THz waveform exhibits a bipolar pattern with the amplitude ratio of positive 

and negative peaks increasing with the pump pulse energy, and the smooth peak in the tail 

gradually disappears. Since the microscopic photocurrent model could not explain the 

phenomenon, we modified the model based on the laser filamentation process. And a simpler 

model for the modulation process is proposed for simulation. Our calculations show that the 

modulation is caused by a plasma-induced additional phase that varies with the incident laser 
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intensity. In addition, the smoothed peak in the tail is considered to be caused by the decay of the 

residual current after the negative peak. 

Although a good agreement was obtained for these fits, they are based on approximations 

and speculations and but not the strict theoretical model. Therefore, these conclusions are very 

limited and can only be applied under our experimental conditions. More accurate predictions are 

still based on the high precision 3D moment model - although it will take a lot of effort and time 

for numerical optimization. Higher-order nonlinear effects, optical pulse distortion, qualitative 

dynamics, or THz absorption have not yet been fully considered, which means that there is still a 

lot of work to be done in the future. In addition, the modulating factor is not limited to the intensity 

of the incident light. Changing the focal length of the lens, the incident spot shape, and 

polarization characteristics, and even the type of excitation gas are all topics worthy of 

investigation. Nonlinear effects on the modulation of far-field THz spot, polarization, and other 

optical field properties have not yet been studied. We believe that the two-color filament is not 

only a powerful THz source but also a promising tool for deeper investigation of fundamental 

optics. 

The practical significance of this study is to alert those working on the nonlinear interaction 

of THz fields with matter that the behavior of THz intensity variation by adjusting the pump 

energy is likely to be very dangerous. Because that can lead to misattribution of experimental 

observations. For example, when studying the intensity dependence of the material absorption 

coefficient, it is likely that the phase mismatch in the filament emission will be mistaken for a 

property of the material itself. Or in the case of coherent oscillations or rotations of molecules 

induced by strong THz fields, the intensity-induced waveform modulation is mistaken for the 

material's oscillation mode, and so on. More general practice is to use broadband transmissive 

high-resistance silicon wafers as THz attenuators. Nevertheless, there are a large number of 

possible sources of error in the experimental system that need to be carefully considered, such as 

the nonlinear response of the detector under strong fields, etc. In addition, this study will help 

those working with broadband THz sources and systems to better understand the generation 

mechanisms. It may even be possible to exploit this nonlinearity to develop a method for 

controlling THz waveforms. 

Additionally, as an example of the application of a two-color laser filament THz source, we 

demonstrate optical and complex dielectric properties of the COPs and other common dielectric 

substrate materials measured by transmission THz-TDS system based on a two-color laser 

filament source. COP materials stand out with their extraordinary performance as high 

transparency in the THz band, rarely low dielectric loss and relatively flat dispersion over a 4 THz 

bandwidth. The stability of its optical properties under different intensities of THz irradiation also 
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proves that COP can be fully utilized in a wider range of applications, such as THz lenses, THz 

cuvettes, etc. In addition, the finite element simulation results also show the possibility of COP 

application in THz transmission line substrates. This work can provide a meaningful reference for 

the development of related topics. 
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APPENDIX: THE EFFECT OF GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION 

IN THE FILAMENT 

The propagation of high-intensity femtosecond light pulses along a nonlinear medium is a 

complex phenomenon. Among them, group velocity dispersion (GVD) plays a crucial role. The 

GVD of a two-color optical pulse within a laser filament is likely to lead to waveform shaping 

with group delay, resulting in a change in the THz output. This appendix presents the GVD 

influence of ionization on the group velocity. 

The group velocity 𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 and GVD 𝑘𝑘2 of the ionized medium are defined as [1] 

𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 = �𝑑𝑑 𝑘𝑘
𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔
�
−1

= 𝑐𝑐 �𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔) + 𝜔𝜔 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔)
𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔

�
−1

 ,    (A.1) 

𝛽𝛽2 = 𝑑𝑑2 𝑘𝑘
𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔2 = 1

𝑐𝑐
�2 𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔)

𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔
+ 𝜔𝜔 𝑑𝑑2 𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔)

𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔2 � .    (A.2) 

Substitute 𝑛𝑛(𝜔𝜔) = �𝑛𝑛02 −
𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝
2

𝜔𝜔2 in Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), the group velocity and GVD of the 

ionized medium can be expressed as follows: 

𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 = 𝑐𝑐
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where 𝑘𝑘20 is the neutral medium GVD. In the case where the ionization rate is quite low and the 

neutral is not completely ionized, the total GVD of the medium can be expressed as a simple sum 

of the neutral medium GVD and the plasma GVD (𝑘𝑘2 = 𝑘𝑘20 + 𝑘𝑘2𝑖𝑖). For a gas medium at pressure 

not substantially exceeding the atmospheric pressure, the free space refractive index 𝑛𝑛0(𝜔𝜔) can 

be taken unity. Therefore, the second term in the brackets of Eq. (A.4) is negligible in comparison 

with the first one. Expressions for the variation of GV and plasma GVD with wavelength are 

𝑣𝑣𝑔𝑔 = 𝑐𝑐
�𝑛𝑛02−

𝑒𝑒2𝜆𝜆2𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝜋𝜋𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐2

𝑛𝑛0�𝑛𝑛0+𝜔𝜔
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑0
𝑑𝑑𝜔𝜔 �

 ,     (A.5) 
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The effect of the plasma density on the GVD within the root sign in Eq. (A.6) is negligible. A 

simple expression accounting for the plasma GVD for optical range (λ ≈ 0.3 ~ 10μm) has been 

derived as 

𝛽𝛽2𝑖𝑖 = − 𝑒𝑒2𝜆𝜆3𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
2𝜋𝜋2𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐4

= −1.58 × 10−5𝜆𝜆3𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 [fs2/cm] ,   (A.7) 

where the wavelength 𝜆𝜆  and free electron density 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒  are given in units of cm and cm−3, 

respectively. Using the typical wavelength of a Ti:sapphire laser, λ = 800 nm and a fraction of 

approximately 0.1% of ionized air molecules, the latter being the characteristic plasma density 

achieved in a femtosecond filament, a plasma GVD of 𝛽𝛽2𝑖𝑖 = −0.22fs2/cm  is obtained. At 

millimeter-scale filaments, the group delay dispersion of both fundamental and second harmonic 

wave is negligible, so these effects are not considered in our theoretical analysis. 
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